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Earth Science

**4650522** ON THE TRAIL OF STARDUST. By Jon Larsen. Stardust—known as micrometeorites—is the oldest matter anywhere. Larsen reveals the techniques he has developed so you too can discover stardust as near as your own rooftop. The guide explains the best places to look and offers step by step photo sequences of the methods he has developed to assemble his collection. 144 pages. Voyageur. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95 ★**4765699** A BRIEF HISTORY OF EARTH: Four Billion Years in Eight Chapters. By Andrew H. Knoll. Drawing on his decades of field research and up to the minute understanding of the latest science, a renowned geologist delivers a rigorous, yet accessible biography of the Earth, charting our home planet’s epic 4.6 billion year story. 260 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

Environment & Ecology

Blu-ray **6572456** SIX DEGREES COULD CHANGE THE WORLD. By the year 2100, many scientists believe the Earth’s average temperature could rise by as much as six degrees Celsius. In this compelling investigation, National Geographic leads a degree-by-degree journey to explore what each rising degree could mean for the future of our people and planet. Narrated by Alec Baldwin. English SDH. 90 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95


**3993196** THE WORLD WITHOUT US. By Alan Weisman. If human beings disappeared instantaneously from the Earth, what would happen? In this revelatory account, Weisman draws on every field of science to present an environmental assessment like no other, the most affecting portrait yet of humankind’s place on this planet. 416 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $4.96

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. **If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.**

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology

477275X THE DREAM MACHINES: An Illustrated History of the Spaceship in Art, Science and Literature. By Jon Miller. Provides an encyclopedic history of the spaceship, from the earliest years of space travel to plans for the distant future. Photographs and illustrations from science fiction films, books and magazines are included, along with NASA photographs and specially-commissioned artwork. 714 pages. Krieger. $69.95

4726316 THE APOLLO MISSIONS: The Incredible Story of the Race to the Moon. By Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $20.00

4655893 THE ASTRONOMY BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained. By David W. Hughes et al. Packed with short, pithy explanations that cut through the jargon, step by step diagrams that unravel knotty theories, quotes that make the astronomical discoveries memorable, and witty analogies that play with our understanding of the stars. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00

3911659 ONE GIANT LEAP: The Impossible Mission That Flew Us to the Moon. By Bill Nevin and Fishman The sweeping behind the scenes account of the furoruous task to complete one of mankind’s greatest achievements. This is the story of the men and women charged with the critical mission. We know it, their leaders, their triumphs, their near disasters, all of which led to the greatest success and adventure story of the twentieth century. 16 pages of photos. 464 pages. Sold Out


4702255 ACCESSORY TO WAR: The Unspoken Alliance Between Astrophysics and the Military. By N.D. Tyson & A. Lang. Examines how the methods and tools of astrophysics have been enlisted in the service of war. Spanning early celestial navigation to satellite communications, radar and nuclear weapons, this neighbors and researchers and provocative examination of the intersection of science, technology, industry, and war. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

4768283 MAPPING THE PLANETS: Discovering their Secrets from Our Own. By Anne Rooney. Tells the story of planetary exploration, from observations by the ancients to investigation by today’s pioneering astronomers. Our neighbors in space lay hidden until the invention of the telescope, but since Galileo made his first sketches we have sought to uncover the planetary system we now know. This volume reveals the secrets of the planets and their moons. Fully illustrated. Color photos. Arcturus. 9x41/16. Pub. at $19.99

4768374 THE UNIVERSE: How the World Works. By Anne Rooney. Traces the Universe’s growth from nothing to everything and reveals how this story has been interpreted by generations of scientists and philosophers. Well illus., most in color. 208 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $14.99

4806593 OUTPOSTS ON THE FRONTIER: A Fifty-Year History of Space Stations. By Jay Chladak. In this vast trove of stories filled with excitement, danger, humor, sadness, failure, and triumph, we learn about the Soviet and the Americans combined strengths to build space stations over the past fifty years. An informative and dynamic history of humankind’s first outposts on the frontier of space. 222 pages. UNEP Pub. at $37.95

6562841 ASTROPHYSICS FOR PEOPLE IN A HURRY. By Neil deGrasse Tyson. While you wait for your morning coffee to brew, for the bus to the train, or a Powell volume will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines—from the Big Bang to black holes, from quarks to quantum mechanics, and from the search for planets to the search for life in the universe. 210 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

4832388 ASTROBIOLOGY: The Search for Life Elsewhere in the Universe. By Andrew May. May gives an expert overview of our current state of knowledge on the possibility of life elsewhere in the cosmos, looking at how life started on Earth, the tell-tale “signatures” it produces, and how such signatures might be detected elsewhere in the Solar System. Illus. 168 pages. Icon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4832523 COSMIC IMPACT: Understanding the Threat to Earth from Asteroids and Comets. By Andrew May. The author dissects fact from fiction in this fast-evolving and entertaining account, covering the nature and history of comets and asteroids, the reason some orbits are more hazardous than others, the devastating effects that an impact on Earth could have, and the real possibility that a cosmic cataclysm could avert a catastrophe. 168 pages. Icon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3912345 OTHERWORLDS: Visions of Our Solar System. By Michael Benson. Benson provides awe-inspiring beauty from planet Earth to our other solar system. A visual legacy of six decades of robotic space exploration, providing the most complete visual survey of the inner planets in color to date and a tribute to the stunning beauty of our solar system. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Abrams. 10x10¼. Pub. at $29.95

3863492 AMERICAN MOONSHOT: John F. Kennedy and the Great Space Race. By Douglas Brinkley. Just months after being elected, John F. Kennedy made an astounding announcement to the nation: we would put a man on the moon by the end of the decade. This engrossing epic of contemporary history is a portrait of the men and women who made this giant leap possible. This is living history at its finest. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 456 pages. Viking.

3948137 URBAN LEGENDS FROM SPACE: The Biggest Myths About Space Demystified. By Bob King. Cuts through the fog of myth to bring the truth behind the many questions about the space program. In examining many myths, there are many misconceptions and taking us step by step through the concrete evidence that contradicts them, King debunks each myth and exposes the scientific reality. 244 pages. Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

4719441 NIGHT SKY, SECOND EDITION: A Falcon Field Guide. By Nicholas Nigo. This ultimate guide covers summer and winter skies, and we have to change how we think about the stars and the constellations. This new edition covers summer and winter skies. 360 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

4722167 MIDWEST UFOS AND BEYOND. By Tom Baker. Take a look at the UFO phenomenon from the earliest recorded history to the multiplicity of sightings and contacts that occur daily in the Midwest and beyond. 176 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

6817815 EXOPLANETS: Diamond Worlds, Super Earths, Pulsar Planets, and the New Search for Life Beyond Our Solar System. By M. Summers & J. Trefil. Explores the remarkable recent discoveries in space travel, planets made of diamond; planets that are mostly water; and numerous rogue planets wandering through the emptiness of space. The authors argue that we live in an infinitely interesting universe and our place in it, because it is more interesting than we could have imagined. Illus., most in color. 218 pages. Smithsonian. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95


3770418 LITTLE PEARLS OF THE SOUTHERN SKIES. Text by A. Sloteegraaf, photos by D. Willasch. The magic of the southern skies comes to your own backyard. 98 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

4890486 TO TOUCH THE FACE OF GOD: The Sacred, the Profane, and the American Space Program, 1957-1975. By Kendra Stimpson. Examines the role played by religious motivations in the formation of the space program and discusses the responses of religious thinkers such as Paul Tillich and C. S. Lewis. The book chronicles the realities and myths of the space program and its impact on the American culture. 464 pages. Sold Out
**Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology**

- **3853527 THE BACKYARD ASTRONOMER’S FIELD GUIDE: How to Find the Best Objects in the Night Sky Has to Offer.** By David Dickinson. Broken down by month and by hemisphere to ensure you get the best possible views. You'll even learn how to find objects like spiral galaxies, shining sights in the Milky Way and stars that bring the “wow factor” to astronomy. With 44 sky charts and the author's newly discovered archival material—helping American astronomers to re-create the conditions of the Big Bang, and test promising theories. 233 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $24.95

- **4810848 ACROSS THE AIRLESS WILDS: The Lunar Rover and the Triumph of the Final Moon Landings.** By Eric Swett. In this fast-moving history of the rover and the adventures it ignited, Swift puts the reader alongside the men who dreamed of driving on the moon's surface, built the vehicles that would trouble its flaws, and drove it on the moon’s surface—finally shining a spotlight on these overlooked characters and the missions they created. Illus., many in color. 372 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. At $21.95

- **4729627 A HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE IN 21 STARS (AND 3 IMPOSTERS).** By Giles Sparrow. Complete with beautiful hand-drawn maps of the night sky to help you easily find your way to these key celestial targets and stunning photographs explaining what each particular pinpoint of light can tell us about our universe. 335 pages. Weibel. Paperbound. At $14.95

- **4679253 CHASING THE MOON: The People, the Politics, the Architecture That Launched America into the Space Age.** By R. Stone & A. Andres. Tells the story of the visionaries—based on newly discovered archival material—who helped America win the space race with the first lunar landing fifty years ago. This study reveals the unknown stories of the individuals whose work culminated in America’s most momentous achievement. 16 pages of photos. 359 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. At $32.00

- **3771474 AT THE EDGE OF TIME: Exploring the Mysteries of Our Universe’s First Seconds.** By Dan Hooper. Taking readers into an incredible world of cosmology, Hooper describes many of the extraordinary and perplexing questions that scientists are asking about the origin and nature of our world. He examines how we are using the Large Hadron Collider and other experiments to re-create the conditions of the Big Bang, and test promising theories. 233 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $24.95

- **4822996 THE STORY OF THE UNIVERSE IN 100 STARS.** By Florian Freistetter. Short, easy to read, this book invites you to take a look at the past and future of the universe, introducing each star—their heroes and villains, their roles in our cosmos, and their impacts on our world’s development. 296 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. At $21.95

- **3934460 WELCOME TO THE UNIVERSE.** By Neil deGrasse Tyson et al. A personal guided tour of the cosmos by three of today’s leading astrophysicists. Breathtaking in scope and stunningly beautiful, this volume explains how those who hunger for insights into our evolving universe that only world-class astrophysicists can provide. 470 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $39.95

- **3786551 WESTERN ASTROLABES, FROM THE HELEN H. DICKSON TO THE ANDREW M. WEBSTER.** The most sophisticated astronomical instrument of the pre-telescopic era, the astrolabe combined Galileo’s telescope with the ancient analog computer. That unique and surprisingly beautiful instrument is the subject of this volume, which lovingly documents the Western astrolabes, astrolabe-quadrents, and mariner’s astrolabes of the Helen H. Dickson and Andrew M. Webster. 179 pages. Adler Planetarium. 8¼x11¼%. Paperbound. At $75.00

- **3958547 THE END OF EVERYTHING: (Astrophysically Speaking).** By Katie Mack. The author takes you on a mind-bending tour to five of the cosmos’ possible futures and tells everything you wanted to know but were afraid to ask. Guiding us with cutting edge science and major concepts in quantum mechanics, cosmology, string theory, and more, this is a wildly fun, upbeat ride to the farthest reaches of all we know. 226 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. At $26.00

---

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**

- **4755630 STAR SETTLERS: The Billionaires, Geniuses, and Crazed Visionaries Out to Conquer the Universe.** By Fred Nadis. Offers a window into a peculiar subculture packed with members of the scientific, intellectual, and economic elite. This timely work captures the extra scientific zeal for space travel and settlement, placing it in its historic context, and tackles the surreal conceptions underlying the enterprise and its prognosis for its future. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 282 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. At $27.95

- **3594339 LIGHT: The Visible Spectrum and Beyond.** By K. Arcand & M. Watkiss. Takes readers on a beautiful, fascinating, stunningly illustrated exploration of the power and behavior of light across the entire electromagnetic spectrum and how it affects life on Earth and everywhere in the Universe. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Constable. Paperbound. At $17.95

- **3851723 APOLLO 8: The Thrilling Story of the First Mission to the Moon.** By Jeffrey Kluger. Envisages the astronauts’ homes, from the test labs to the launch pad, the full story of Apollo 8 has never been told. Here is the tale of a mission that was both calculated risk and a wild crashshoot, a stirring account of how three American heroes forever changed our view of the universe. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 307 pages. Pelican. Paperbound. At $18.95

- **CD 3846601 APOLLO 8.** By Jeffrey Kluger. CD. Read by Brian Trottell. From Mission Control to the astronauts’ homes, from the test labs to the launch pad, the full story of Apollo 8 has never been told. Here is the tale of a mission that was both calculated risk and a wild crashshoot, a stirring account of how three American heroes forever changed our view of the universe. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 307 pages. Pelican. Paperbound. At $18.95

- **3855327 END OF THE TIME: Mind, Matter, and Our Search for Meaning in an Evolving Universe.** By Brian Greene. Greene presents a distinct but interwoven layers of reality—particles to planets, consciousness to creativity, matter to meaning—Greene traces the interplay among the known universe and the evolution of the universe, providing it with a clearer sense of how we came to be, and a firmer grasp of where we are headed. 428 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. At $30.00

- **3855326 END OF THE TIME.** By Brian Greene. Greene presents a distinct but interwoven layers of reality—particles to planets, consciousness to creativity, matter to meaning—Greene traces the interplay among the known universe and the evolution of the universe, providing it with a clearer sense of how we came to be, and a firmer grasp of where we are headed. 428 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. At $30.00

- **4729583 SPACETRACKER: A History of the Mission Patches & Insignias of the Western Space Program from the Gemini to the Space Shuttle.** By R. Stone & A. Andres. Tells the story of the visionaries—based on newly discovered archival material—who helped America win the space race with the first lunar landing fifty years ago. This study reveals the unknown stories of the individuals whose work culminated in America’s most momentous achievement. 16 pages of photos. 359 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. At $32.00

- **4822996 THE STORY OF THE UNIVERSE IN 100 STARS.** By Florian Freistetter. Short, easy to read, this book invites you to take a look at the past and future of the universe, introducing each star—their heroes and villains, their roles in our cosmos, and their impacts on our world’s development. 296 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. At $21.95

- **3934460 WELCOME TO THE UNIVERSE.** By Neil deGrasse Tyson et al. A personal guided tour of the cosmos by three of today’s leading astrophysicists. Breathtaking in scope and stunningly beautiful, this volume explains how those who hunger for insights into our evolving universe that only world-class astrophysicists can provide. 470 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $39.95

- **3786551 WESTERN ASTROLABES, FROM THE HELEN H. DICKSON TO THE ANDREW M. WEBSTER.** The most sophisticated astronomical instrument of the pre-telescopic era, the astrolabe combined Galileo’s telescope with the ancient analog computer. That unique and surprisingly beautiful instrument is the subject of this volume, which lovingly documents the Western astrolabes, astrolabe-quadrents, and mariner’s astrolabes of the Helen H. Dickson and Andrew M. Webster. 179 pages. Adler Planetarium. 8¼x11¼%. Paperbound. At $75.00

- **3958547 THE END OF EVERYTHING: (Astrophysically Speaking).** By Katie Mack. The author takes you on a mind-bending tour to five of the cosmos’ possible futures and tells everything you wanted to know but were afraid to ask. Guiding us with cutting edge science and major concepts in quantum mechanics, cosmology, string theory, and more, this is a wildly fun, upbeat ride to the farthest reaches of all we know. 226 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. At $26.00
See more titles at erhbc.com/859
Paleontology & Evolution

**4743407 ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.** By Charles Darwin. First published in 1859. In this powerful work on the theory of evolution, Darwin articulated his theory of natural selection, or survival of the fittest, that put him at the center of a debate on evolution and the origin of mankind, the embryos of which are still burning today. 480 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. $5.95

**3871274 ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.** By Charles Darwin. Outline of Darwin’s world-changing theory that life on Earth had appeared through evolution by a process, but had arisen from a single common ancestor and had evolved over time through the process of natural selection. A brilliant work of science and a moving piece of popular literature. "Darwin had laid the foundation for our species' traits of adaptation, competition, mutualism, heredity, natural selection, sexual selection, genetics, and language. Well before us."

**334 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99**

**Firefly. Pub. at $39.95**


**Archeology**

**2910347 VIKINGS: Pocket Museum.** By S. Ashley & A. Leonard. This stunning volume identifies nearly 200 of the most important artifacts of the Viking Age and describes them vividly and informatively, revealing how each object gives us the right-a creation that commemorates a great event or offers an unparalleled insight into daily life for the Vikings. Fully illus. in color. **278 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.**

**3885295 DVD: The Trophy Room.** By S. Ashby & A. Leonard. The magnificent artifacts of the trophy room are showcased in this lavishly illustrated volume which includes over 1000 color photographs. **373 pages. Greenstone. Pub. at $28.95.**


**Antiquity**

**4721019 THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF MIDAS AND THE PHRYGIANs: Recent Work at Gordium.** By Lisa Kealhofer. A succinct account of recent research at Gordium, the ancient capital of Phrygia, long one of the key excavation sites for understanding Iron Age Anatolia. Well illus. in color. 258 pages. UPaP at $50.00. **$9.95**

**4721306 HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY AT TIKAL, GUATEMALA.** By Hattula Moholy-Nagy. Chronicles documented visits to Tikal during the century following its recognition as a cultural center and presents the post-Conquest material culture recovered by the Tikal Project in the course of its investigation of the pre-Columbian city. Includes CD-ROM with added illustrations.

**98 pages. UPaP. $31.95.** **$31.95**

**DVD 5862051 INTO THE GREAT PYRAMID.** Fullscreen. Experience the thrill of discovery as archaeologists pull back the veil of mystery surrounding Egypt’s pyramids for 45 centuries. Travel deep into the Great Pyramid to witness a remote-controlled robot explore a mysterious shaft, feel the anticipation of opening the Great Sphinx’s sarcophagus, go completely unscrewed on camera for the first time, and presents unimagined imagery she has identified thousands of four square miles in area. English SDH. 50 minutes. National Geographic. **$7.95**

**3885894 THE INCAs AND THEIR ANCESTORS, REVISED Edition: The Archaeology of Peru.** By Michael E. Moseley. One of the best general introductions to the cultures and civilizations of ancient Peru, now fully updated and revised. New discoveries over the last decade are integrated throughout, including the latest on the colonization of the great city of Cusco, the preceramic foundations of civilization, and the conquest. Well illus. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. **$19.95**

**3885894 THE INCAs AND THEIR ANCESTORS, REVISED Edition: The Archaeology of Peru.** By Michael E. Moseley. One of the best general introductions to the cultures and civilizations of ancient Peru, now fully updated and revised. New discoveries over the last decade are integrated throughout, including the latest on the colonization of the great city of Cusco, the preceramic foundations of civilization, and the conquest. Well illus. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. **$19.95**

**Dvd 3860288 LIFE: DK Eyewitness.** Fullscreen. Life goes back billions of years to the budding cauldron of the early Earth and life’s primitive beginnings. It chronicles the developments from single-celled creatures through the age of the dinosaurs, and on to the complex varieties of plants and animals we see today. Dollying Kindersley. **$21.95**

**DVD 3800228 LIFE: DK Eyewitness.** Fullscreen. Life goes back billions of years to the budding cauldron of the early Earth and life’s primitive beginnings. It chronicles the developments from single-celled creatures through the age of the dinosaurs, and on to the complex varieties of plants and animals we see today. Dollying Kindersley. **$21.95**

**3861016 ANCIENT SQUID: THE AMINO ACID FACTS, SECOND EDITION.** By Stephen Plog. Interweaves the latest archaeological evidence with first-person accounts to examine the rise and mysterious fall of Southeast Asia. Includes the Annabah hornets, horsemen, archers, and foot soldiers of the terracotta army, which have survived unchanged for 22 centuries. 288 pages. White Star. 8x11/16. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**

**472111 THE MAIKOP TREASURE.** By Aleksandr Mikhailovich Leskov. Presents more than 300 objects ranging in date from the Bronze Age through the Medieval Period, all found in the Maikop area of the Northern Caucasus. Brings decades of expertise to the display of collection, offering a wealth of information and artifacts. Color photos. 349 pages. UPaP. **$79.95**

**3885435 ARCHAEOLOGY FROM SPACE: The Future Shapes Our Past.** By Sarah Parcak. In this fascinating volume Parcak shows the evolution, major discoveries, and future potential of the field of archeology. Using multispectral and high-resolution satellite imagery she has identified thousands of previously unknown settlements, roads, fortresses, palaces, tombs, and even potential pyramids. Color photos. 278 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $99.00. **$19.95**
The book "The Element: The Periodic Table of One Hundred Eighty Elements" by Sten Odenwald provides an accessible and engaging account of the history and applications of the periodic table. It covers the development of the periodic table from its discovery by Dmitri Mendeleev in 1869 to the present day. The book includes detailed explanations of the properties and uses of each element, as well as historical anecdotes and behind-the-scenes stories about the scientists who discovered them. It is suitable for students, teachers, and general readers who are interested in the history and science of the periodic table.

The book "The Elements: The Compact Periodic Table" by Anne Rooney is also recommended. It is a smaller, more portable version of the periodic table that includes all the elements up to atomic number 118. The book is designed to be a quick reference for students, teachers, and general readers who need to know the properties and uses of the elements. It includes diagrams, mnemonics, and real-world examples to help readers understand the concepts behind the periodic table.

Both books provide valuable insights into the history and science of the periodic table, and are highly recommended for anyone interested in this topic.
**Chemistry & Physics**

- **3934586 THE LITTLE BOOK OF STRING THEORY** By Steven S. Gubser. Offers a short, accessible, and entertaining introduction to one of the most tantalizing and unusual areas of physics that has been called the “theory of everything.” It seeks to describe all the fundamental forces of nature. Illus. 174 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


- **4757374 GENESIS: The Story of How We Came to Be** By Paul Davies. Reveals the extraordinary story of our genesis—from the origins of the universe, to the emergence of life on Earth, to the birth of human language with its power to describe the fundamental physics of our universe and marvels at the profound wonder of our existence. 223 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

- **4771400 THE SCIENCE OF CAN AND CAN’T: A Jester’s Journey Through the Land of Counterfactuals** By Chiara Marletto. A luminous guide to how the radical new science of counterfactuals can reveal that the scope of the universe is more beautiful, than we ever imagined. 252 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

- **4795113 THE NATURE OF DRUGS: History, Pharmacology, and Social Impact** By Alexander Shulgin. The transcription of the original lectures by Shulgin in 1987, recorded by his wife Ann during his classes, stands as the culmination of his philosophy on drugs and the societal freedoms permitted to their use—both medicinal and exploratory. 342 pages. Transworld. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


- **4830504 HOW TO MAKE AN APPLE PIE FROM SCRATCH** By Harry Cliff. From the birth of modern chemistry, by Harry Cliff. From the latest ideas in particle physics, Cliff sets out in a pursuit of answers. He ventures to multiple research facilities in Europe to get data to discuss the fundamentals of nature of matter. Along the way Cliff illuminates the history of physics, chemistry and astronomy that brought our present understanding of the world. 385 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

- **392265 Life on the Edge: The Coming of Age of Quantum Biology** By J. McFadden & J. Al-Khalili. Drawing on recent groundbreaking experiments around the world, each chapter in this volume illustrates one of life’s puzzles, showing where to go? How do we really smell the world? We’re headed in the wrong direction? Tenner. Algorithms, multitasking, the sharing economy, life hacks: our culture can’t get enough of efficiency. There is no doubt that we’re performing at higher levels and moving at unprecedented speed, but what if we’re headed in the wrong direction? Tenner offers a smarter way of thinking about how our lives work. 282 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

**Social Science**

- **4851479 A HUMAN’S GUIDE TO MACHINE INTELLIGENCE: How Algorithms Are Shaping Our Lives and How We Can Stay in Control** By Karl Kosanagar. A Wharton professor and tech entrepreneur examines how algorithms and artificial intelligence are starting to run every aspect of our lives, and how we can shape the way they impact us. An entertaining and provocative look at one of the most important developments of our time. 262 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.99 $20.00

- **4740378 DIGNITY: Seeking Respect in Back Row America. By Chris Amade. Once or twice a generation, an author reveals what life is really like for the marginalized and poor, and exposes the broken social systems that fail to protect them. In Dignity, Amade’s attempt by Amade to help the rest of us truly see, hear, and respect the millions of people who have been left behind. Well illus. in color. 336 pages. Piece. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

- **4801111 THE RIGHT SIDE OF HISTORY. By Ben Shapiro. Shapiro spritzes through more than 3,500 years, dozens of philosophers, and the thickest of modern politics to show how our freedoms are a democratic conception, a two-nations-into-each-every-human-being-is-being-made-in-God’s-image and that human beings were created with reason that is capable of exploring God’s world. 256 pages. Broadside. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

See more titles at ehbc.com/859
A peculiar indifference: the violence on & in America. By Elliot Currie. A devastating exploration of the extreme levels of violence afflicting Black communities, and a blueprint for how to achieve real and sustainable change. Buy now and YOU can help end this violence.

Falter: has the human game begun to play itself out? By Bill McKibben. The climate crisis is not just about the planet; it's about us. Buy now and YOU can help stop the game from ending.

The Broken ladder: how inequality affects the way we think, live, and die. By Keith Payne. Examine how inequality distorts not just economic opportunities, but also has consequences for how we think, how we respond to stress, how our immune systems function, and even how we view moral concepts such as responsibility and fairness. Buy now and YOU can help break down the ladder.

3950638 CLASS MATTERS: the strange career of an American delusion. By Steve Fraser. Social injustice. By Peter Eberhardt. The neglected toll of violence on Black America. By O. Jackson. An authoritative work about how social injustice—be it economic or political—afflicts Black communities, and a blueprint for how to achieve real and sustainable change. Buy now and YOU can help end this violence.
Social Science

4805158 VAINITY FAIR'S WOMEN ON WOMEN. Ed. by Radhika Jones with D. Friend. 433 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

4792922 WHAT YOU PROMISE. By Beth Chatto & S. Byrd. 283 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95


3903488 THE HUMAN SWARM: How Our Societies Arise, Thrive, and Fall. By Mark W. Moffett. 468 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub at $32.00 $7.95

4742091 THE VIRTUAL WEAPON AND INTERNATIONAL ORDER. By Lucas Kello. 319 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95


4797795 EYE CONTACT: Social Networking (Face-to-Face) with a Camera. By Max James Follen. 288 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $30.00 PRICE CUT to $19.95


4792475 THE VIRTUAL WEAPON AND INTERNATIONAL ORDER. By Lucas Kello. 319 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

* 3903488 THE HUMAN SWARM: How Our Societies Arise, Thrive, and Fall. By Mark W. Moffett. 468 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub at $32.00 $7.95

4742091 THE VIRTUAL WEAPON AND INTERNATIONAL ORDER. By Lucas Kello. 319 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

Psychology

482733X WHAT MAKES A MARRIAGE LAST? By Mario Thomas & Phil Donahue. A 3-year study of marriages in all ages, and a rare glimpse into the lives of husbands and wives we have come to know and love. Thomas and Donahue’s frequently funny, often touching, and always engaging contributions sparkle on this monumental landscape—from the rush of new love to keeping the spark alive. Illus. 610 pages. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95

4765743 SELFIE: How We Became So Self-Interested. By Will Storr. Full of unexpected connections among history, psychology, economics, neuroscience, and more, Storr’s thought-provoking volume about our focus on “self” ranges from Ancient Greece through the Occupy movement and the self-esteem evangelists of 1980s California, the rise of narcissism and the “selfie” generation, to our era of hyper-individualism. 403 pages. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

* 3739023 NO SELF, NO PROBLEM: How Neuropsychology is Catching Up to Buddhism. By Christine Simmonds. In the wake of decades of research on the brain, Western science may have inadvertently confirmed a fundamental tenet of Buddhism: anxiety, or the doctrine of “no self.” This incredible thesis has significant and wide-ranging implications in psychology, philosophy, religion, and personal growth. 164 pages. Heron. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

1661956 PSYCHOBOOK: Games, Tests, Questionnaires, Histories. Ed. by Julian Rothenstein. Presents famous tests, such as the Rorschach inkblot test and the Thematic Apperception Test. In versions that beguile the eye, intrigue the mind, and stretch the imagination, ironic, imaginative, and sometimes, disconcerting, it include thought provoking keys to interpretation. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $32.00 $8.95

4817024 WHY YOU LOVE MUSIC: From Mozart to Metallica—The Emotional Power of Beautiful Sounds. By John Powell. A scientific and musical journey through decades of psychological and sociological studies in order to answer the question “Why does music affect us so profoundly?” This insightful work will open your eyes and ears to the astonishing and joyful music that impacts human experience. 310 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4565299 DREAM PSYCHOLOGY. By Sigmund Freud. In this fascinating work by one of the pioneers of psychology and psychoanalysis, Freud reveals the secrets of the human psyche. 207 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95

3989327 THE DIVINE MIND: Exploring the Psychological History of God’s Inner Journey. By Michael Gelert. Shows how the Hebrew, Christian, and Islamic faiths, the pagan tribal war gods while centuries later the myths portray him as their innermost essence and emptied of all projected, external, anthropomorphic images. Thus, the inner journey of the human psyche and the lineage of divine consciousness parallel each other and are integrally related. 286 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4891314 DIVERGENT MIND: Thriving in a World That Wasn’t Designed for You. By Jenara Nemerov. A paradigm-shifting study of neurodivergent women—those with ADHD, autism, synesthesia, high sensitivity, and sensory processing disorder—exploring why these traits are overlooked and how this society benefits allowing their unique strengths to flourish. 244 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95


4716507 THE POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY OF SYNCHRONICITY: Enhance Your Mental Health with the Power of Coincidence. By Christine Simmonds. For both researchers and for anyone interested in mental health, a psychologist provides astounding case studies and many practical suggestions for working with synchronicity to the benefit of their analysis to dream interpretation and ideas for accessing flow. An essential guide to using synchronicity to promote well-being. 310 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

4788812 THE GENTLE TOUCH: Understanding Ot hers, Improving Our Relationships, and Making the World a Better Place. By Daniel Goleman. Explores the missing link that all the big data in the world’s leading psychologists and thinkers will help define the future of science. But in order to vanquish it, we first must understand it. Here some of the world’s leading psychologists and thinkers will give us a beacon of hope in a world of morose. 368 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

4782801 THE CONSCIOUSNESS INSTINCT: Unraveling the Mystery of How the Brain Makes the Mind. By Michael S. Gazzaniga. The author of a book that was revealed as a breakthrough in consciousness. New research suggests that the brain is actually a confederation of independent modules working together. Understanding how consciousness could emanate from an organization will help define the future of brain science and close the gap between brain and mind. 274 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

9278853 90 SECONDS TO A LIFE YOU LOVE. By Joan I. Rosenberg. Rosenberg, a world-renowned psychologist, offers a simple and effective method for managing your most difficult feelings and building the emotional strength you need to create the life of your dreams. 296 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95


4812468 THE SEARCH FOR WISDOM: A Revolutionary New Model for Understanding Others, Improving Communication, and Healing Division. By Bob Raleigh. From tireless marketers to paradigm-shifting scientists of modern medicine have tumbled us into lazy categorizations of people, erasing the nuances of being human. Raleigh offers the missing link that all the big data in the world can’t deliver. Illus. 282 pages. Tiller. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95
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Psychology

4733045 PSYCHOLOGY: From Spirits to Psychotherapy–The Mind Through the Ages, By Anne Rosencrantz. From Sigmund Freud and Descartes to Daniel Dennett, this edition brings together the threads that have made up psychology, from the most ancient Creeks to today's functional MRI scanning. Illus. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 3979822 I AM DREAMING? The Science of Altered States, from Psychodelics to Virtual Reality, and Beyond, By James Kingstand. The author takes us on a dazzling tour of Virtual Reality, and Beyond. The author explores the ways in which altered states of consciousness can be used to explore the human mind. The book is written in an engaging style and is richly illustrated with photos and diagrams. 344 pages. Upper Access. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

★ 4846286 MEMORY WARP: How the Myth of Repressed Memory Arose and Refuses to Die, By Mark Pendergrast. Pendergrast sounds a clarion call to stop the ongoing pseudoscience of “repressed memory therapy,” which has destroyed millions of families and continues to do so. This form of “therapy” is still widespread, still destroying family relationships and causing false allegations of terrible crimes against innocent parents and caregivers. 444 pages. Upper Access. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

★ 4819732 THE EDINBURGH LECTURES ON MENTAL SCIENCE: And Other Essential Works, By Thomas Troward. In this classic addition, Troward, a pioneer of the New Thought movement, shares a message of simple, transformative thought. Throughout this volume, the author explores the ways in which our thoughts and mental attitudes powerfully affect the material conditions around us. 384 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $8.95

DVD 3887413 BRAINWASHED: The Secrets of Mind Control. Widescreen. The human mind is like a Pandora’s Box of secrets and wonders. But can it be controlled? Find out as this documentary explores brainwashing, mind control, and the art of suggestion. Delve into the subconscious and learn how some have harnessed the mysteries of the mind to their advantage. 42 minutes. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

★ 4731190 DECODING JUNG’S METAPHYSICS: The Archetypal Semantics of an Experiential Universe, By Bernardo Kastrup. Presents Jung’s work to distill and reveal Jung’s hidden metaphysical treasure. In this volume, the author explores the idea that mind and world are one and the same entity; reality is fundamentally experiential, not material; the psyche builds and maintains its body, not the other way around; and the ultimate meaning of our sacrificial lives is to serve God by providing a reflecting mirror to God’s own instinctive mentation. 141 pages. III Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 4814150 THE ORPHANS OF DAVENPORT: Eugenics, the Great Depression, and the War over Children’s Intelligence, By Marilyn Brookwood. Chronicles how a band of young psychologists in 1930s Iowa shaped a controversial new pseudoscience at the center of a ruthless debate and overruled long accepted racist and classic views of childhood development. A narrative of the power and promise of science to better the lives of all, this account unearths an essential history of the United States. 16 pages of photos. 339 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95 $14.95

★ 8845277 BEDSIDE BOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY: From Ancient Dream Therapy to Ecopsychology, By Wade E. Pickren. Delve into the most fascinating subjects—the millennia-old exploration into the workings of the human mind. Pickren chronicles the history of psychology in 120 ideas and people behind those ideas. He covers everything from ancient philosophies of well being, to present day modalities, and even controversial topics. 266 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4838009 ON THE COUCH: A Repressed History of the Analytic Couch from Plato to Freud, By Benjamin Kravis. From bed to bench to chaise-longue to sofa: Kravis tells us how the couch became an icon of self knowledge and self-reflection as well as a site for pleasure, privacy, transgression, and healing. Well illus., many in color. 204 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 4792346 THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE. By Helmut Hoefler. In this comprehensive resource, Kellerman examines the knot ties of inherent preverbal language and infant-emotion, attachment-need, the acquisition of social-language, and brain development. 256 pages. American Mental Health. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $22.95

3904562 WILDWOOD: The Epic Journey from Adolescence to Adulthood in Humans and Other Animals, By B. Natterson-Horowitz & K. Bowers. Upending our understanding of everything from anxiety disorders and risk taking to the origins of privilege and the nature of sexual coercion and consent, the authors present an essential guide to the perilous, destiny determined, and universal phase of life between childhood and adulthood as seen in humans and animals. 354 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $32.95 $21.95


★ 3993434 WALL DISEASE: The Psychological Toll of Living Up Against a Border, By Jessica Wagner. 120 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

Education

4772792 INTRODUCTION TO FLUID MECHANICS, By Stephen Whitaker. Based primarily on a comprehensive fluid mechanics course in which the author participated while at Northwestern University, this text is intended for use in an introductory course in fluid mechanics. Illus. 457 pages. Keeper. Pub. at $100.00 $50.00

4829557 THINK SMART, ACT SMART: How to Make Decisions and Achieve Extraordinary Results, By D. Bridger & D. Lewis. Shows you how to get the most out of your brainpower in everyday situations: how to analyze conditions and problems, how to come to the right conclusions, how to make decisions, and how to convert those decisions into action, in short, how to get things done. Illus. 158 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

4675212 THE BOOK OF REALLY USEFUL INFORMATION, By S. Evans & I. Budget. Budget. This book is a treasure trove of interesting facts, from art to politics, including scientific facts, historical trivia, and wacky but true stories. The book is divided into seven sections: the arts, science, society, science, reading comprehension, and mathematics. 446 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3079415 THE GED CRASH COURSE, SECOND EDITION: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Courtney Mayer et al. This easy to use guide walks you through the five subject areas of the GED, helps you identify your strengths and weaknesses, and tells you what you need to score high: grammar, social studies, science, reading comprehension, and mathematics. 256 pages. Charterwrite. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4369532 PRACTICAL GENEALOGY: 50 Simple Steps to Research Your Diverse Family History, By Brian Sheffey. Provides a method of constructing your family history by establishing an understanding of genealogy and the factors, tasks, and obstacles involved in the process. The end goal is the creation of a family heritage that is a complete, complete family history. 294 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4834917 13 THINGS THEY WON’T TELL YOU: 375 Experts Confess Insider Secrets to Your Health, Home, Family, Career, and Budget, By Mary Munson et al. From the popular Reader’s Digest column, here are more than 1,000 Trade secrets for living smarter, richer, and happier. Packed with professional tips, juicy secrets, and insider perspective that will amaze you, this volume exposes industry secrets so you can become an instant expert in just about anything. 351 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


Research Tools & Sourcebooks

4864324 30 THINGS THEY WON’T TELL YOU: 375 Experts Confess Insider Secrets to Your Health, Home, Family, Career, and Budget, By Mary Munson et al. From the popular Reader’s Digest column, here are more than 1,000 Trade secrets for living smarter, richer, and happier. Packed with professional tips, juicy secrets, and insider perspective that will amaze you, this volume exposes industry secrets so you can become an instant expert in just about anything. 351 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3939911 TRANSIT MAPS OF THE WORLD. By Mark Ovenden. Presents the first, and completely comprehensive collection of every rapid transit system map on earth. Using glorious graphics, the author trace the history of mass transit—including rare and historic maps, diagrams, and photographs, available for the first time since their original publication. 176 pages. Penguin. 10¾x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

3798241 THE FAMILY TREE TOOLKIT. By Kenyatta D. Berry. For many novice genealogists, the journey to mapping your family’s past can be daunting and the available resources are often overly complicated. This resource is the perfect solution as it acts as an all purpose, easy to follow guide for the beginner (and the expert). 267 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

★ 3964960 PRACTICAL GENEALOGY: 50 Simple Steps to Research Your Diverse Family History, By Brian Sheffey. Provides a method of constructing your family history by establishing an understanding of genealogy and the factors, tasks, and obstacles involved in the process. The end goal is the creation of a complete, complete family history. 294 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3965399 FAMILY TREE WORKBOOK: 30+ Step-By-Step Workbooks to Build Your Family History. By Brian Sheffey. This versatile manual assists you in your genealogical research by providing you with a variety of forms, worksheets, and timelines that help you categorize and track critical information, while also suggesting ways to expand on the ancestral information you have already uncovered. 112 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/859
**Research Tools & Sourcebooks**

- **386336** GREAT BRITISH FAMILY NAMES AND THEIR HISTORY. By John Moss. A guide to several hundred family names that delve into their beginnings and derivations, making extensive use of old sources, including translations of The Domesday Book and The Doomsday Book Chronicles, as well as tracing many through to the present day. 314 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95  
- **4609034** THE FAMILY TREE GERMAN GENEALOGY GUIDE: How To Trace Your German Ancestry in America. By James M. Beidler. Walks you step by step through researching your German heritage, whether your ancestors came from lands now in modern-day Germany or other German-speaking areas of Europe. You'll learn how to retrace your ancestors' voyage to America, uncover birth, marriage, death, and other records; understand codes and naming patterns that offer clues to research, and more. 240 pages. Family Tree Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  
- **3789151** THE FAMILY TREE SCANDINAVIAN GENEALOGY GUIDE. By David A. Fryxell. Takes you step by step through the exciting and challenging journey of discovering your Danish, Swedish, or Norwegian roots. You'll learn how to find your family's town of origin, locate key genealogical resources, decipher foreign-language records, and untangle the region's complicated history. 255 pages. Family Tree Books. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  

**Words & Language**

- **4765176** THE NEW YORK TIMES DICTIONARY OF MISUNDERSTOOD, MISQUOTED & MISDICTIONED WORDS. Ed. by Laurence Urdang. Assambles a stockpile of all the great words the most articulate writers use, you might read them in newspapers and books or hear them in conversation. 377 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  
- **3870259** THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF LAWYER'S WISDOM. Ed. by Ross Hamilton. From insightful quotes by fellow artists, collaborators and friends to words of wit and wisdom from your favorite legal philosophers, crime, the life of a lawyer, landmark cases and strategies. There are also sidebars that focus on other ways the entertainment world has changed our language. 224 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  
- **4705959** TOTALLY SCRIPTED: Idioms, Words, and Quotes from Hollywood to Broadway That Have Changed the English Language. By Christy Petras. This volume contains expertly researched essays on words, phrases, and idioms made famous by Hollywood and the theater, and the stories behind the stories about all levels of actors. There are also sidebars that focus on other ways the entertainment world has changed our language. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99  
- **2505618** BAD GIRLS GO EVERYWHERE. By Kathryn & Ross Enright. Presents a lexicon of more than 300 quotations from history’s favorite “bad girls.” Full of attitude, wit, and humor, it features the wisdom of the fallen like Joan of Arc, Oprah Winfrey, Lady Gaga, Bea Arthur, Margaret Atwood, Madonna, Maya Angelou, Tina Fey, and many others. Color photos. 192 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $12.95  
- **3892491** HUSH HOUSE LINGO. By Jack Smiley. An unabridged republication of the work originally published in 1941, this treasury preserves the language of diners and roadside restaurants during their golden age in the 1930s and 40s, as used by soda jerks, short-order cooks, bartenders, waitresses, cooks, barmen, and other denizens of yesterday’s roadside. Photos. 186 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95  
- **3729745** THE FUNNIEST THINGS EVER SAID. Ed. by Steven D. Price. A collection of 1,193 “laugh out loud” quotes, quips, and jokes from the world of politics, war and peace, power struggles, business, the justice, philosophy, crime, the life of a lawyer, landmark cases and strategies. There are also sidebars that focus on other ways the entertainment world has changed our language. 332 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  
- **397037X** THE LITTLE BOOK OF CHURCHILL: In His Own Words. Celebrated as the greatest Briton of all time, Churchill’s extraordinary career saw him rise from British colonial statesman to a powerful World War II leader. Here is a fascinating collection of more than 170 quotes that will amuse and inspire. 192 pages. Welbeck. Paperback. Pub. at $9.45  
- **3982408** AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By Walter W. Skeat. An unabridged republication of the New Edition Revised and Enlarged originally published in 1910. Comprehensive and easy to use, this resource offers numerous cross-references that allow English words back to their Indo-European roots. 780 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $42.95  
- **3970388** THE LITTLE BOOK OF TRUMP: In His Own Words. A beautifully presented collection of the best, funniest and the most bizarre “trumps” uttered over the past few years. reader-friendly, well-written, packed with important messages to help inspire the American people. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95  
- **6851584** THE SMART WORDS AND WICKED WORD OF WINSTON CHURCHILL. Ed. by Max Morris. A perfect pocketbook to carry in your pocket or purse as leave-at-home Churchill’s devious brand of smarts and discover what he had to say about domestic politics, war and peace, power struggles, education, and crime and some of the best names of his time, including himself. Illus. 158 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.99  
- **4726081** THE LITTLE BOOK OF MISQUOTATIONS. By Lou Harry. 207 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $9.95  

**Foreign Language**

- **2934191** FRENCH: Barron’s Visual Dictionary. Images activate memory and promote language learning and with this visual dictionary, you can learn over 15,000 terms and phrases covering all topics. Includes bilingual index for quick and easy reference. 400 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
- **454515X** THE EVERYTHING GERMAN PHRASE BOOK AND DICTIONARY. By Edward Swick. Featuring hundreds of commonly used phrases, this thorough guide provides the words you need for any situation. Learn the basics of German grammar and pronunciation as well as common idioms and slang words. Also includes German-English and English-German dictionaries. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  
- **7578679** FLUENT FOREVER: How to Learn Any Language Fast and Never Forget It. By Gabriel Wyner. Starting with pronunciation, you’ll learn how to rewrite your ears and turn foreign sounds. You’ll retain your tongue to produce those sounds accurately, using tricks from opera singers and actors. Next you’ll begin to tackle words, and connect sounds and spellings to imagery. 326 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  
- **4722124** MAIDO: A Gaijin’s Guide to Japanese Gestures and Culture. By Christy Colon Hasegawa. Describes the most common Japanese gestures and defines their meanings. Includes helpful context that surrounds them. Japanese gestures are a world of their own, much the way the language and country are. By learning a few simple gestures, you’ll be able to slip-ins and win the respect of locals. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  
- **398267X** SPANISH CROSSWORD PUZZLES FOR PRACTICE & FUN. By Palma H. Rios-Otero. Spanish language puzzles, covering all the core vocabulary with these 72 challenging and entertaining crossword puzzles. Solutions provided. 108 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95  
- **2800571** EVERYDAY GAELIC. By Morag MacVeil. In addition to basic words and phrases, it includes a complex and idiomatic material, all arranged thematically and covering topics such as meeting and greeting, traveling, the weather, and food and drink. Includes 20 track CD for listening and learning. 185 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95  
- **39503X3** LEGENDS OF EARLY ROME: Authentic Latin Prose for the Beginning Student. By Brian Beyer. Collects authentic Latin prose from Book I of Eutropius’s ab urbe condita, and then full sentences; and mnemonics to aid memorization of the Japanese writing system; a graded step approach that takes you from the Japanese writing system; a graded step approach that takes you from basic pronunciations to more advanced levels; and a DVD that shows each sign being performed by an experienced teacher. 200 pages. 4th edition. Golden Cockerel Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  
- **6920577** AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE: Learn to Sign the Alphabet, Numbers, Colors and Words and Phrases. By Catherine Nichols. This course-kit features a 12-page guide that will introduce you to the world of ASL. Each chapter introduces the world of ASL. Each chapter introduces new vocabulary and phrases; each chapter teaches you to master this unique language. Includes 64 two-sided flash cards to practice your signs and a DVD that shows each sign being performed by an experienced ASL signer. Thames Bay. $49.95  
- **4778401** JAPANESE HIRAGANA: A Character Workbook for Beginners. By Emiko Konomi. Features a thorough overview of the Japanese writing system, a graded step approach that takes you from copying Hiragana letters to writing words and then full sentences; and mnemonics to aid memorization of the characters. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  
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3976598 THE BIG BOOK OF WORDS TO DIE FOR. By Robert Lee Fries. Featuring 1,200 words and phrases, this special dictionary collects the words that every salesperson and marketer should know and use to sell and succeed. 273 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 * PRICE CUT to $5.95

3955141 THE NEW HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF THE AMERICAN FILM INDUSTRY. By Anthony Slide. A comprehensive dictionary containing companies, technical innovations, industry terms, studies, genres, and organizations. 16 pages of photos. 266 pages. Scarecrow. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 * PRICE CUT to $4.95

465428X THE ACCIDENTAL DICTIONARY: The Remarkable Twists and Turns of English Words. By Paul Anthony Jones. Focusing on one hundred surprising threads in the evolution of English, Jones reveals the etymological origins and quirky developments that have led to the meanings we take for granted today. It’s a weird and wonderful journey into words. 242 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 * PRICE CUT to $14.95


3928212 THE DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE FOR GARDENERS. By Michael Allaby. This must-have reference will help you navigate the complex world of science. It defines more than 6,000 words from 16 major branches of science that are of particular interest to gardeners, from abscission (a plant’s rejection of an organ) to zooclogy (the dispersal of seeds by animals). Illus. 554 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

4724558 DICTIONARY OF MILITARY AND NAVAL QUOTATIONS. By Robert Debs Heinl, Jr. The quotations in this unique dictionary cover all aspects of the military and the art of war–personalities, traditions and customs, weapons and equipment, and virtues and failings. A fascinating and comprehensive collection that includes more than five thousand quotations. 367 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95

3954722 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF THE CRIMEAN WARS. By David lawn. Battledores Zulu history during the 50 years between initial settler threats to the kingdom and its final dismemberment and absorption into the colonial order. A brand new introductory dictionary of history, bibliography, maps, photos, and more than 900 entries covering the military, politics, culture and more make this an important reference. 381 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $59.95

3957551 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF PARIS. By Alard Pierrot. Contains 400 entries and deals with various features of life in Paris. Also includes a large bibliography of nearly one thousand titles, and a chronology of Paris, four maps, and photos. 245 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $15.00

3976597 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF WESTERN LITERATURE IN LITERATURE. By Paul Varner. Examines Western literature through a chronology, bibliography, introductory essay, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries from such authors as Zane Grey, Max Brand, Louis L’Amour and others. 365 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $12.90

3976596 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF THE CRIMEAN WAR. By David lawn. Battledores Zulu history during the 50 years between initial settler threats to the kingdom and its final dismemberment and absorption into the colonial order. A brand new introductory dictionary of history, bibliography, maps, photos, and more than 900 entries covering the military, politics, culture and more make this an important reference. 381 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $59.95

3927720 THE DICTIONARY SERIES. By Linda & Roger Pavlik. Links hundreds of words with their historical, cultural, or current uses, from changes which gave them life, and gives explanation and meaning to thousands of idioms we use in everyday conversations–what seem to be completely illogical. An essential resource for those who delight in words. 1,120 pages in four volumes, slipcased.


4965313 WORD BY WORD: The Secret Life of Dictionaries. By Kory Stamper. 300 pages. Vintage. $6.95

466731X THE HARPERCOLLINS DICTIONARY OF PHILOSOPHY, 2ND EDITION. By Peter A. Angeles. 342 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 * PRICE CUT to $5.95

Philosophy

4658175 THE ART OF Rhetoric. By Aristotle. In ancient Greece, rhetoric was at the center of public life. Many writers attempted to provide manuals to help improve debating skills, but it was not until Aristotle produced this work in the 4th century BCE that the subject began to be taken seriously. 252 pages. Arcurus. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95

4812778 THE LABYRINTH: An Extantial Odyssey with Jean-Paul Sartre. By Ben Aragon. As graduates embark on the next phase of their lives, what better way to prepare for the rat race they are about to enter than by introducing them to the philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre. This allegorical and humorous novel conveys the key ideas of Sartre’s existential philosophy in graphic novel form. Fully illus. 150 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $16.99

3655459 REPUBLIC. By Plato. Written around 360 BCE, Plato’s most famous work explores the concept of justice, along with how justice affects one’s happiness. Considered to be one of the most influential writings in the development of Western philosophy and political theory, this title is as relevant today as when it was originally written. 396 pages. Chantrell. Paperback. Pub. at $3.99


380819X WHY HONOR MATTERS. By Tamler Sommers. Drawing on science, literature, philosophy, and current events, Sommers makes a counter-intuitive, provocative and ultimately convincing case that if we want to have a just and happy society, we must embrace honor. 262 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.00

468554X ON HAPPINESS. By Epicurus. Features the surviving works of Epicurus, whose insightful discourses range over a vast array of subjects, from family and religion to morality and metaphysics. 127 pages. Arcurus. Paperback. Pub. at $4.99

4714254 WHY SOCIETY: Truth and Arrogance in Political Culture. By Michael Patrick Lynch. With bracing and deeply original analysis, Lynch holds a mirror up to American culture to reveal that the sources of our growing divisiveness and negativity are related to our attitudes toward truth. Ultimately, this work makes a powerful new argument for the indispensable value of humility in democracy. 210 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95
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**474982** CONSCIENCE: The Origins of Moral Intuition. By Patricia S. Churchland. Delves into scientific studies, particularly the fascinating work on twins, to deepen our understanding of whether people have a predisposition to embrace specific ethical standard representations. This book helps determine right from wrong through science and philosophy. Illus. 226 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 **$7.95**

**471551** SOUL STORY: Evolution and the Purpose of Life. By Tim O’Neill. This controversial philosopher offers a bold alternative to the bleak worldview that society is experiencing a “soul crisis,” by urging a radical shift in our understanding of both science and spirituality. 256 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 **$5.95**

**471791** THE PHILOSOPHY CURE: Lessons on Living from the Great Philosophers. By Laurence DeVilliers. A scholar and expert on Cartesian philosophy, DeVilliers has stripped away the convoluted language, taking the core ideas of great philosophers and applying them to modern problems—from love and loss to the rigors of daily living. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95 **$9.99**

**472168X ARENDT’S JUDGMENT: Freedom, Responsibility, Citizenship.** By Jonathan Peter Schwartz. Explores the nature of human judgment, the subject of the planned third volume of Hannah Arendt’s Freedom, Responsibility, Citizenship. In this brief work, Arendt offers a stoic view of belief, duty, and human immortality, giving eloquent expression to the religious ideas of the early Greeks and philosophers in the Hellenistic era.

**472275X HOBIT VIRTUES: Rediscovering Virtue Ethics Through Tolkien and J.R.R. Tolkien, Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings.** By Christopher A. Snyder. Consists of a wide ranging discussion of a single virtue, hobbit, as it can be found in the Middle-earth, explaining its philosophical or theological roots and how virtue still relevant in a modern democracy. 254 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 **$9.99**


**4747041 MEDITATIONS: The Annotated Edition.** By Marcus Aurelius. Presents a series of collected thoughts and practical exercises by Marcus Aurelius, the sixteenth emperor of Rome. In this definitive translation of the classical Greek text, Waterfield conveys the powerful sparseness of Marcus’s language and the timelessness of his wisdom. This edition will illuminate one of the greatest works of philosophy. 326 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $21.95 **$12.95**

**4713406 THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.** By A.C. Grayling. The story of philosophy is an epic tale, spanning civilizations and continents. It explores some of the most creative minds in history. With clarity and insight, Grayling takes the reader from the age of the Buddha, Confucius and the Chinese civilizational era up to the dawn of modernity in the Western project of self-knowldege. Rosellini will re-introduce readers to the most profound and enduring ways our civilization has framed the issues of self and society. 469 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 **$7.95**

**3902412 THE ART OF CHINESE PHILOSOPHY: Eight Classical Texts and How to Read Them.** By Paul R. Goldin. Unmatched introduction to eight of the most influential sources that have shaped Chinese philosophy. Includes Analects of Confucius, Mencius, Zhuangzi, Sunzi, and Han Feizi. Goldin, one of the world’s leading authorities on Chinese philosophy, places these works in rich context and explains the origin and meaning of their compelling ideas. 341 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$19.95**

**4721551 THE SOCRATIC TURN: Knowledge and Good and Evil in an Age of Science.** By Daniel Z. Goldin. The question whether we can acquire genuine knowledge of good and evil, right and wrong. Reputedly, Socrates was the first philosopher to even entertain this idea. Socrates was a materialistic natural scientist in his youth, and it was only much later in life that he finally turned to the examination of ordinary moral and political opinions. 215 pages. UPA! Paperbound. Pub. at $42.50 **$9.95**

**4839733 THE SOCRADES EXPRESS: In Search of Life Lessons from Dead Philosophers.** By Eric Weiner. We turn to philosophy for the same reason we travel: to see the world from a different perspective, to unearth hidden beauty and to find new ways of being. How the lessons of philosophy and global travel in a pigraime that uncovers surprising life lessons from great thinkers around the world. 330 pages. Avid Reader. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

**4840364 ETHICAL DILEMMAS AND MODERN MEDICINE: Questions Nobody Wants to Ask.** By D.A. Layne & H. Tarrant. The name Socrates invokes a powerful identification of wisdom and nobility that would surprise many of his contemporaries, who excoriated the philosopher for corrupting youth. These essays are written by leading scholars, make a clear case for the significant place Socrates held in the education and philosophy of late antiquity. 256 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $22.95 **$12.95**

**3950964 THE LOGIC OF MIRACLES: Making Sense of Rare, Really Rare, and Impossibly Rare Events.** By Laszlo Meredi. Considers the question of the existence of miracles by looking at the statistical probabilities of seemingly “impossible” events. 275 pages. Yale. Pub. at $27.50 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**471377X GENOCIDE: The Act as Idea.** By Briel Lang. Examines and illuminates the concept of the most deadly form of articulate and organized human destruction: mass murder of entire groups of people. THEORY and PRACTICE: THE LOGIC OF MIRACLES: Making Sense of Rare, Really Rare, and Impossibly Rare Events. By Laszlo Meredi. Considers the question of the existence of miracles by looking at the statistical probabilities of seeming “impossible” events. 275 pages. Yale. Pub. at $27.50 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**465583X WHO SAYS YOU’RE DEAD? MEDIA, PHILOSOPHY, AND THE CURIOUS & CONCERNED.** By Jacob M. Appel. In short engaging scenarios, Dr. Appel takes on issues that many of us will confront: genetic screening, sexuality, privacy, and dying. This volume explores each hypothetical situation with a brief reflection drawing from science, philosophy, and history, explaining how others have approached similar cases in real world cases. Algonquin. Pub. at $23.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**467631X THINK LIKE A PHILOSOPHER.** By Anne Rooney. A fun introduction to the subject that shows philosophy has a clear practical purpose vital to our daily lives and thinking. Illus. 224 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**467384X PHILOSOPHY: From the Ancient Greeks to Modern Times.** By Anne Rooney. From Aristotle and Socrates to Durkheim and Foucault, this volume biographies the key figures, the major philosophers, and the concept of evil more generally. 208 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**4761111 ASK A PHILOSOPHER: Answers to Your Most Curious & Concerned (Questions).** By Ian Galloway. A collection of answers to the philosophical questions on people’s minds—from the big to the personal to the ones you didn’t know you needed answered. 194 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$8.95**

**382506X BELIEVING BULLSHIT: How Not to Get Suckked into an Intellectual Bribe.** By Stephen Law. In this book, the author honestly critiques the author helps us immunize us against the wiles of cultists, religious and political zealots, conspiracy theorists, promoters of fake alternative medicines, and proponents of other crankpot theories by setting out tricks of the trade by which such insidious belief systems are created and maintained. 265 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 **$5.95**

**2799057 ANCIENT GREEK PHILOSOPHERS.** Ed. by Aprille Farr et al. With an introduction by a distinguished scholar of classical literature, this beautifully bound collector’s edition with gilded edges will lead your mind on a journey of enlightened exploration into ethics, morality, law, medicine, and more. 967 pages. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $59.95 **$26.50**

**277129X SLAVE OUT: SLAVE RACE & SAGE: Remarks on the Stoic Handbook of Epictetus.** By William Ferraiolo. Distills and reanimates the original spirit and meaning of their compelling ideas. 341 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $9.99 **$5.95**

**210 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $26.50 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**967 pages. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $24.99 **$12.95**

**382506X BELIEVING BULLSHIT: How Not to Get Suckked into an Intellectual Bribe.** By Stephen Law. In this book, the author honestly critiques the author helps us immunize us against the wiles of cultists, religious and political zealots, conspiracy theorists, promoters of fake alternative medicines, and proponents of other crankpot theories by setting out tricks of the trade by which such insidious belief systems are created and maintained. 265 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 **$5.95**

**2799057 ANCIENT GREEK PHILOSOPHERS.** Ed. by Aprille Farr et al. With an introduction by a distinguished scholar of classical literature, this beautifully bound collector’s edition with gilded edges will lead your mind on a journey of enlightened exploration into ethics, morality, law, medicine, and more. 967 pages. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $59.95 **$26.50**

**277129X SLAVE OUT: SLAVE RACE & SAGE: Remarks on the Stoic Handbook of Epictetus.** By William Ferraiolo. Distills and reanimates the original spirit and meaning of their compelling ideas. 341 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $9.99 **$5.95**

**210 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $26.50 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**967 pages. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $24.99 **$12.95**
**3979236 AMERICA’S COVERED BRIDGES.** By T.E. Miller & R.G. Knapp. As many as 15,000 covered bridges were built in North America over the past 200 years. Fewer than 1,000 remain. The authors tell the fascinating story of these bridges and how they were built and constructed. Each wooden bridge, whether long gone or still standing has a story to tell about the nature of America at the time. Full illus., many in color. 272 pages. Pub. at $39.95

**3854337 AMERICAN BARNS AND COVERED BRIDGES.** By Eric Sloane. 112 pages. Dover. 6½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**388851 THE GREAT FAMILY WINE ESTATES OF FRANCE.** Text by F. Bruton, photos by S. dos Santos. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x11. Pub. at $50.00

**4858167 ARCHITECTURE AND EMPIRE IN JAMAICA.** By Louis P. Nelson. The story of the building of the architecture of the West African slave trade, Nelson then moves to chapters framed around types of buildings and landscapes, including the Jamaican plantation landscape, fortified houses, and the architecture of free blacks. He concludes with a consideration of Jamaican architecture in Britain. Well illus., some color. 314 pages. 8¼x11. Pub. at $85.00

**385005 LANDSCAPES OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE: Wallon–Neutra–Aalto.** Barragan. By Marc Treib. Reveals the spectrum of architectural responses to the constraints of site, climate, client, program, building material, region, and nation. Collectively, the work of these five architects sheds important light on the consideration and influence of the site and its relationship to the practice of architecture during the twentieth century. Well illus., many in color. 268 pages. Yale. 10¼x10¾. Pub. at $65.00

**4781783 LE CORBUSIER REDRAWN: The Houses.** By Steven Park. Presents the first systematic collection of plans, sections, and elevations of the master architect’s residential projects, together with 120 remarkable sectional perspectives based on original drawings from the Centre Le Corbusier archives. 240 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**4762282 C.F.A. VOYSEY: Architect, Designer, Individualist.** By Anne Shaylor. Together with a number of artists and crafts practitioners, Voysey believed that no aspect of a house was too small to merit the architect’s attention. Even this standard did not prevent the inevitable mass production of furniture, cabinetry, fixtures, and floor coverings. Well illus., most in color. 108 pages. 9¼x11. Pub. at $39.95

**4781678 ALVAR AALTO HOMES.** By Jari 2. Stjärnlina-Jettonen. Presents twenty-six of Aalto’s most important residences, many designed for some of the most famous personalities of the time, including artists, collectors, architects, and writers. Beautifully illustrated with photographs and archival drawings, it includes an essay by Juhanli Pajalaismaa discussing the architect’s concept of dwelling. 224 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperbound. Pub. at $41.00

**3978834 FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT AND SAN FRANCISCO.** By Paul V. Turner. Looks at the architect’s complex and evolving relationship with San Francisco, surveying the full body of Wright’s work in the Bay Area which roughly thirty projects, only a third of which still stand. The author highlights the aspects of the architect’s career that have never before been explored, imagining a new understanding of Wright, his personal and client interactions, and his work. Well illus., many in color. 216 pages. Yale. 9¼x11¾. Pub. at $65.00

**4757513 50 LESSONS TO LEARN FROM FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT.** By A. Betsky & G.F. Shapiro. Presents the work and imagination of this iconic architect in an accessible and compelling form, including color photographs, drawings, quotations from the writings, some commissioned diagrams and thoughtful analysis. Each of these “lessons” is accompanied by pearls of wisdom gleaned from the master’s writings on architecture and design. 248 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x7¼. Pub. at $32.50

**4832669 MIDWEST ARCHITECTURE JOURNEYS.** Edited by Zach Motrice. Takes readers on a trip to visit some of the region’s most inventive buildings by architects such as Bertrand Goldberg, Bruce Goff, and Lilian Leenhouts. Motrice also includes stops at less obvious but equally defining sites, such as indigenous mounds, grain silos, parking lots, flea markets, and abandoned stations. Full illus. Belt Publishing. 10x8½x. Pub. at $40.00

**4794415 NEW ENGLAND ARCHITECTURE BY WALLACE NOTTING.** Ed. by T. Skinner & Ward. Offers a superb compilation of Notting’s photographs and sketches from throughout New England, in which he captured the various styles of exterior and interior architecture, garden designs, and barn styles common to the region. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**395336X EARLY MEXICAN HOUSES.** By G.T. Carruth & G.P. Purcell. From 1925 to 1929, two young architectural draftsmen set out to record a select number of examples of the “minor domestic architecture” of Mexico due to a lack of measured drawings of rural ranch houses and Monterey-inspired dwellings. Over 200 historic images and illustrations make this a comprehensive reference for the student of historic regional architecture. 173 pages. Taylor. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**4756618 MINSHUKU: Japanese-Style Guesthouses.** Ed. by Zhao Xiang. Provides information about assembling design teams, conducting site selection and spatial planning, as well as designing interiors. Opening with an introduction discussing how sensory details can be used in crafting a pleasant space, the theory is complemented with 33 case studies. Well illus., in color. 256 pages. Images Publishing Group. 7¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

**2900602 NEWburg AND SAN FRANCISCO.** Ed. by Paul V. Turner. Looks at the architect’s complex and evolving relationship with San Francisco, surveying the full body of Wright’s work in the Bay Area which roughly thirty projects, only a third of which still stand. The author highlights the aspects of the architect’s career that have never before been explored, imagining a new understanding of Wright, his personal and client interactions, and his work. Well illus., many in color. 216 pages. Yale. 9¼x11¾. Pub. at $65.00

**4757513 50 LESSONS TO LEARN FROM FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT.** By A. Betsky & G.F. Shapiro. Presents the work and imagination of this iconic architect in an accessible and compelling form, including color photographs, drawings, quotations from the writings, some commissioned diagrams and thoughtful analysis. Each of these “lessons” is accompanied by pearls of wisdom gleaned from the master’s writings on architecture and design. 248 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x7¼. Pub. at $32.50

**4632009 REGIONAL ARCHITECTURAL STYLES.** By Emily Anthes. In this wide-ranging character-driven study of American architecture, Anthes uses her expertise as a trainedGiven the nature of the task, I've randomly selected some texts here. There are many more options in the image. Please let me know if you want specific information from this document.
LEADER’S GREATEST RETURN. By John C. Maxwell. Chapter 2: How Máximiliano’s leadership development process, he instructs readers in how to truly experience the compound value of developing the next generation. Preparing the next step in their leadership, build their organization or team, needs to read this 221 pages. Harper Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

SPACE BARONS. By Christian Davenport. The story of a group of billionaires who are pouring their fortunes into the epic resurrection of the American space program. The Space Barons-most notably Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos—have a vision to use Silicon Valley-style innovation to dramatically lower the cost of space travel to build a transportation network to the stars. Color photos. 308 pages. PublicAffairs Publication. $24.99 $7.95

OPTIMAL OUTCOMES: Free Yourself from Conflict at Work, at Home, and in Life. By Jennifer Gold-Wetzler. Blends mindfulness, Jungian psychology, and three-step advice to free anyone from seemingly impossible conflict. Applying these practices, you’ll reach your Optimal Outcome—which may be vastly different from what you originally imagined, but more satisfying than you ever dreamed possible. 225 pages. Harper Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

BEZONOMICS: How Amazon Is Changing Our Lives and What the World’s Best Companies Are Learning from It. By Brian O’Kelley. Unveils the principles Bezos uses to gain increasing market power—customer obsession, extreme innovation, and long-term thinking all driven by artificial intelligence—and shows how these tactics are duplicated by companies worldwide. If you want to know what the most unstoppable business model of the future will look like, this is a vital read. 337 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. at $18.00 $12.95

KOCHLAND: The Secret History of Koch Industries and Corporate Power in America. By Christopher Leonard. The extraordinary account of how the secretive Koch Industries became one of the largest private companies in the world. The author tells the ambitious tale of how they consolidated power over half a century, and how in doing so, it helped transform capitalism into something that feels deeply alienating to many Americans today. 687 pages. S&S. $25.00 $17.95

THE CAPITAL ONE STORY: How a Young Bankers Club Turned $1,500 Into a $35 Billion Business. By Brian Dumaine. Unveils the principles Bezos uses to gain increasing market power—customer obsession, extreme innovation, and long-term thinking all driven by artificial intelligence—and shows how these tactics are duplicated by companies worldwide. If you want to know what the most unstoppable business model of the future will look like, this is a vital read. 337 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. at $18.00 $12.95

THE CAPITAL ONE STORY: How a Young Bankers Club Turned $1,500 Into a $35 Billion Business. By Brian Dumaine. Unveils the principles Bezos uses to gain increasing market power—customer obsession, extreme innovation, and long-term thinking all driven by artificial intelligence—and shows how these tactics are duplicated by companies worldwide. If you want to know what the most unstoppable business model of the future will look like, this is a vital read. 337 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. at $18.00 $12.95

LEAD WITH GRATITUDE: Eight Leadership Practices for Extraordinary Business Results. By A. G. Lafley & A. Martin. Shows how leaders can affect the future of their organizations, and how employees are valued. The authors supplement their insights and practical advice with stories of how many of today’s most successful CEOs changed the world in five years. This book includes 247 pages. Harper Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

THE AMAZON JUNGLE: The Truth About Amazon. By J.R. Boyce & R. Cenati. Shares the insider secrets to building a brand both on and off Amazon. The retail landscape has changed, and Amazon is not the rest of the gig economy. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape.

LEAD WITH GRATITUDE: Eight Leadership Practices for Extraordinary Business Results. By A. G. Lafley & A. Martin. Shows how leaders can affect the future of their organizations, and how employees are valued. The authors supplement their insights and practical advice with stories of how many of today’s most successful CEOs changed the world in five years. This book includes 247 pages. Harper Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

TEDDY ROOSEVELT: The Story of a Rough Rider. By Louis H. Gold. Tells the story of Teddy Roosevelt, the Rough Rider who became the 26th President of the United States. Roosevelt was a complex man, and his life was marked by both personal and professional triumphs. This biography is a must-read for anyone interested in American history. 238 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

PHARMA: Greed, Lies, and the Poisoning of America. By Gerald Posner. Chronicles the shocking true story of how the pharmaceutical industry has poisoned the public with dangerous and ineffective drugs. This book is a powerful and eye-opening read that will change the way you think about the drugs you take and the health care system as a whole. 288 pages. Atria. $15.00 $7.95

WHY WE CHOOSE TO COUNTUR: The Story of an Extraordinary Innovation. By John L. Harford. Explains how a group of doctors and engineers came together to create an affordable and effective treatment for diabetes. This book is a fascinating read that will change the way you think about innovation and what it takes to bring a new product to market. 288 pages. Atria. $15.00 $7.95

ENTREPRENEURSHIP: The Art of the Start. By Adam Grant. Offers practical advice and insights for anyone looking to start a business. This book is a must-read for anyone interested in entrepreneurship and starting a business. 256 pages. Doubleday. $16.95 $7.95

PREVENTING METABOLIC SYNDROME: How to Live Longer, Weigh Less and Avoid Developing the Disease. By Dr. Stephen S. Lin. This book is a must-read for anyone looking to live a longer and healthier life. The author provides practical advice and tips for reducing the risk of developing metabolic syndrome. 208 pages. Atria. $15.00 $7.95


THE LEADER’S GREATEST RETURN. By John C. Maxwell. Chapter 2: How Máximiliano’s leadership development process, he instructs readers in how to truly experience the compound value of developing the next generation. Preparing the next step in their leadership, build their organization or team, needs to read this 221 pages. Harper Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

BEZONOMICS: How Amazon Is Changing Our Lives and What the World’s Best Companies Are Learning from It. By Brian O’Kelley. Unveils the principles Bezos uses to gain increasing market power—customer obsession, extreme innovation, and long-term thinking all driven by artificial intelligence—and shows how these tactics are duplicated by companies worldwide. If you want to know what the most unstoppable business model of the future will look like, this is a vital read. 337 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. at $18.00 $12.95

KOCHLAND: The Secret History of Koch Industries and Corporate Power in America. By Christopher Leonard. The extraordinary account of how the secretive Koch Industries became one of the largest private companies in the world. The author tells the ambitious tale of how they consolidated power over half a century, and how in doing so, it helped transform capitalism into something that feels deeply alienating to many Americans today. 687 pages. S&S. $25.00 $17.95

THE CAPITAL ONE STORY: How a Young Bankers Club Turned $1,500 Into a $35 Billion Business. By Brian Dumaine. Unveils the principles Bezos uses to gain increasing market power—customer obsession, extreme innovation, and long-term thinking all driven by artificial intelligence—and shows how these tactics are duplicated by companies worldwide. If you want to know what the most unstoppable business model of the future will look like, this is a vital read. 337 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. at $18.00 $12.95

LEAD WITH GRATITUDE: Eight Leadership Practices for Extraordinary Business Results. By A. G. Lafley & A. Martin. Shows how leaders can affect the future of their organizations, and how employees are valued. The authors supplement their insights and practical advice with stories of how many of today’s most successful CEOs changed the world in five years. This book includes 247 pages. Harper Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

THE AMAZON JUNGLE: The Truth About Amazon. By J.R. Boyce & R. Cenati. Shares the insider secrets to building a brand both on and off Amazon. The retail landscape has changed, and Amazon is not the rest of the gig economy. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape.

LEAD WITH GRATITUDE: Eight Leadership Practices for Extraordinary Business Results. By A. G. Lafley & A. Martin. Shows how leaders can affect the future of their organizations, and how employees are valued. The authors supplement their insights and practical advice with stories of how many of today’s most successful CEOs changed the world in five years. This book includes 247 pages. Harper Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

THE AMAZON JUNGLE: The Truth About Amazon. By J.R. Boyce & R. Cenati. Shares the insider secrets to building a brand both on and off Amazon. The retail landscape has changed, and Amazon is not the rest of the gig economy. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contests the mortgage landscape.
**Science Essays & Surveys**

**4739090 ON THE FUTURE: Prospects for Humanity.** By Martin Rees. Rich with fascinating insights into scientific thinking, this accessible book will captivate anyone who wants to understand the critical issues that will define the future of humanity on Earth and in the universe. 256 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $18.95. **$9.95**

**3789533 THE SKEPTICS’ GUIDE TO THE UNIVERSE.** By Steven Novella et al. It’s intimidating to realize that we live in a world of ideas that are often misleading, filled with bias, myth, deception, and flawed knowledge. This volume is your map through this maze of modern life. Here the authors will debunk many of the biggest scientific fallacies and conspiracy theories. Are you ready to join them on this journey? 494 pages. Grand Central.

**4784802 THE SECRET LIFE OF BONES: Their Origins, Evolution and Fate.** By Brian Switek. Frames the history of our species through the importance of bone as instruments, jewelry, objects of worship and conquest, and the origins through to the genesis of science until this very day. Illus. 276 pages. Duckworth. **$5.95**

**3965567 BOTTOMING OUT THE UNIVERSE: Why There is Something Rather Than Nothing.** By Richard Grossinger. In this investigation into consciousness, the universe, and the nature of reality, Grossinger offers a wide-ranging foundation for re-imaging the universe as based in consciousness rather than matter. He presents in-depth analysis of the standard scientific description of the universe, revealing the holes in its theories. 306 pages. Inner Traditions. **$19.99**

**4773853 THE KNOWLEDGE MACHINE: How Irrationality Created Modern Science.** By Michael Stevens. Rich with illuminating and often delightfully quirky illustrations, this work is written in an accessible style that belies the import of its revisionist and groundbreaking concepts, and radically re-frames much of what we thought we knew about the origins of the modern world. 350 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $30.00. **$21.95**

**4754077 THE USEFULNESS OF USELESS KNOWLEDGE.** By Abraham Flexner. 93 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $9.95. **$4.95**

**Science & History**

**6970656 A UNIVERSE WITHOUT THING: Why There Is Something Rather Than Nothing.** By Steven Novella et al. This work reveals that modern science is addressing the question of why there is something rather than nothing, with surprising and fascinating results in a provocative, game-changing entry into the debate about the existence of God and everything that exists. Illus. 202 pages. S&S. Paperbound. **$6.95**

**4704401 FRANKENSTEIN AND THE BIRTH OF SCIENCE.** By Joel Levy. In her beguiling and historically rich biography, Shelley touched on the contemporary that still sparks current debates on the source of life, the wellspring of consciousness and even the nature of the boundary between science and science fiction, and asks just how close we are to creating our own monsters? Illus. 207 pages. Andre Deutsch. Pub. at $29.95. **$2.95**

**469178X THAT’S NOT IN MY SCIENCE BOOK: A Compilation of Little-Known Facts.** By Kate Boehner. Contains in everyday language the myriad and the bizarre technological marvels that we take for granted and the laws of nature that serve as the foundation for life on earth. Topics include the discovery of DNA, the genetics of such viruses as the avian flu, the invention of television, earthquake predictions, and more. Illus. 226 pages. Taylor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$4.95**

**483863X EARTH SCIENCES: An Illustrated History of Science.** By Tom Jackson. The thoughts and deeds of great thinkers always make great stories, each story relates to a ponderable, weighty problem that became a catalyst for scientific understanding of the world. Tracks the history of the earth sciences, a collection of fields that delve into the deepest parts of the planet to find out how it was formed. Illus. in color. 142 pages. Shelter Harbor. 9 ¼x11. Pub. at $24.95. **$6.95**

**3790967 LOST SCIENCE: Astonishing Tales of Forgotten Geniuses.** By Kitty Ferguson. Investigates overlooked scientific discoveries, starting the ancient world to the modern day. From “The Emperor’s New Astronomy” to “Near-Fatal Fiction,” here are tales about nearly forgotten, remarkable individuals whose work left an incomparable legacy. Illus. 326 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $22.95. **$4.95**

**382229X SPECIAL & GENERAL RELATIVITY.** By Albert Einstein. This handsomely bound gold foil-stamped volume contains Einstein’s core paper, “Relativity, The Special & The General Theory,” and a host of other illuminating and often delightful essays designed to explain his findings in more detail: “The Meaning of Relativity.” 240 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $25.00. **SOLD OUT**


**4674790 SCIENTIFICA HISTORICA: How the World’s Great Scientists Chart the History of Knowledge.** By Brian Clegg. Explores the history, development and progression not only of scientific beliefs and ideas, but of the physical object itself. The author takes you on a bibliophilic journey through time and examines how the written word has been a conduit for furthering our knowledge of ourselves. Illus., some color. 198 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Pub. at $22.00. **$16.95**

**4860834 QUANTUM: Einstein, Bohr and the Great Debate About the Nature of Reality.** By Lawrence M. Krauss. The history of science’s most fundamental revolution, and the divisive debate between Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr and the band of brilliant theorists who have struggled to make sense of how an idea ignited the greatest intellectual battle of the twentieth century. 16 pages of photos. 448 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound. **$7.95**

**3875938 MUSIC BY THE NUMBERS: From Pythagoras to Schoenberg.** By Eli M. Stein. In 300 pages, Stein takes the reader on an exploration through Schoenberg, and bringing the story up to present with contemporary string theory, this informative volume tells a vivid tale of the power of the ideas of the many composers, inventors, and eccentrics who have played a role in the age-old relationship between music, mathematics, and the physical sciences. Illus. 156 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. **$13.95**


**4845720 STIFF: The Curious Lives of Human Cadavers.** By Mary Roach. For two thousand years, cadavers have been involved in science’s oldest strifes and weirdest undertakings. For every new surgical procedure, from heart transplants to bunion surgery, cadavers have helped make history in the physical, earth, and life sciences. From agriculture to artificial intelligence, all that we know about the world is the product of humanity’s capacity for wonder. 266 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$8.95**

**5675405 ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF SCIENCE: From Agriculture to Artificial Intelligence.** By Mary Cruse. This lavishly illustrated volume charts the history of 17 different fields, moving between the physical, earth, and life sciences. From agriculture to artificial intelligence, all that we know about the world is the product of humanity’s capacity for wonder. 266 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$8.95**

**11113 THE CLOCK MIRAGE: Five Myths of Measured Time.** By Joseph Mazur. What is time? This question has fascinated philosophers, mathematicians, and scientists for thousands of years. Mazur provides an introduction to the question of how we understand time and the ways in which it has evolved throughout human history and offers a compelling new vision, submitting that time lives within us. 228 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.00. **$6.95**

**3876604 THE DE SUBLIMATE: GIROLAMO Cardano.** Ed. by John M. Forrester. This is a fully annotated English translation of Cardano’s encyclopedic De sublimate as it appeared in 1560. Cardano’s work is rich in ideas and offers a view of how knowledge was built up throughout the scientific revolution, and how it shaped the scientific institutions of the world. 219 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.00. **$6.95**

**4738595 THE FREEZER: How the Difference Between Hot and Cold Explains the Universe.** By Paul Benioff. Brings to life one of the most important scientific revolutions of all time—harnessing the power of heat and cold and harnessing the forces of the universe. The author captures the thrill of discovery and the power of scientific progress to shape, and be shaped, by the course of history. Illus. 305 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $21.95. **$19.95**

**2918374 THE GREAT UNKNOWN: Seven Journeys to the Frontiers of Science.** By Marcus du Sautoy. One of the world’s most brilliant mathematicians takes you into the minds of science’s greatest innovators as he probes the many mysteries we have yet to answer. His challenge is to think in new ways about every aspect of the known world, and to consider the big questions that even the most creative scientists have yet to answer definitively. Illus. 450 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00. **$22.95**

**PRICE CUT TO $4.95**

**4853777 THE EIGHT QUESTIONS IN SCIENCE: The Quest to Solve the Great Unknowns.** By Hayley Birch et al. Provides you with just a small sample of the many questions that science is still working to answer. From our knowledge of the moon’s fascinating solutions and theories that scientists have come up with so far. Fully illus., most in color. 192 pages. SevenOaks. **$9.95**

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
Science & History

★ 4751833 MYSTERIES & SECRETS REVEALED: From Oracles at Delphi to Spiritualism in America. By Leonard David. Unveils the truth behind mysteries of nature and secrets of frauds that have eluded common understanding throughout history. Each chapter captures the tension of conflict, the thrill of discovery, and the power of science to unmask frauds and fakes. Illus. 472 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT TO $17.95

★ 397443X EPIDEMICS AND SOCIETY: From the Black Death to the Present. By Frank M. Snowden. This sweeping exploration of the impact of epidemic diseases looks at how mass infectious outbreaks have shaped society, from the Black Death to the present. Snyder reveals the ways that diseases have not only influenced medical science and public health, but also transformed the arts, religion, history, and warfare. 582 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT TO $12.95


Science & Invention

3867951 MIRACLE CURE: The Creation of Antibiotics and the Birth of Modern Medicine. By William Rosen. The story behind costly new drugs, the autonomy of doctors and the power of the FDA, the triumphs and abuses of Big Pharma, and the terrors of antibiotic resistant diseases–Rosen’s account masterfully weaves a compelling history of medical range, combining science, technology, politics, and economics. Illus. 358 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00

4670086 EYE OF THE BEHOLDER: Johannes Vermeer, Anton van Leeuwenhoek, and the Reinvention of Seeing. By Laura J. Snyder. Tells the tale of a crucial moment in human discovery by focusing on the interplay between the great Dutch artist Vermeer and the amateur scientist Jan van Leeuwenhoek. Snyder shows how they transformed the way we see the world with the tools of art and science of the 17th century. 16 pages of photos, some color. 432 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

6795467 EDISON VS. TESLA: The Battle over the Last Great Mystery of the Age. By David W. Bines. Although mystery and lore surround the details of the last decade of Edison’s life, many mysteries of the first modern miracle spirit are left unexplained. This volume sheds light on this weird invention and demonstrates the rivalry that drove both Edison and Tesla to new discoveries. Photos, 266 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99  PRICE CUT TO $16.95

★ 4690183 SPACESHIPS BEFORE HELICOPTERS. By E.K. Liberator. Covering vertical-rising aircraft as envisioned from the earliest concepts to the period when the helicopter became a practical reality, this 1930s text focuses on the many pioneering ideas and efforts that led to the creation of today’s modern helicopter. Well illus. 298 pages. Krieger. B/v 11x14. ASP. 89 pages. $11.95

★ 4847561 THE INVENTIONS, RESEARCHES, AND WRITINGS OF NIKOLA TESLA. Thomas Commerford Martin. A collection of the early works of famed inventor Nikola Tesla with more than 300 illustrations that bring to light the practical application of his ideas, which still provides a source of inspiration for generations of innovators. 504 pages. Canterbury Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

3981944 ROCKETS & REVOLUTION: A Cultural History of Early Spacelift. By Michael G. Smith. Offers a multifaceted study of the race toward space in the first half of the twentieth century, examining how the Russian, European, and American pioneers competed against one another in the early years to acquire the fundamentals of rocket science, and prepare for the path for human spaceflight. Illus. 431 pages. U/P. Pub. at $34.95

4880808 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AGE OF STEAM. By John W. Farrell. From the mechanical clock to the first eyeglasses, this accessible history of medieval inventions, focusing on the eleventh to fourteenth centuries, vividly portrays a thriving era of human ingenuity—and the results are still being felt to this day. Illus. 370 pages. Robinson. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

39660X THE CLOCK AND THE CAMSAHF: And Other Medieval Inventions We Still Can’t Live Without. By John W. Farrell. From the mechanical clock to the first eyeglasses, this accessible history of medieval inventions, focusing on the eleventh to fourteenth centuries, vividly portrays a thriving era of human ingenuity—and the results are still being felt to this day. Illus. 370 pages. Robinson. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

★ DVD 4689956 CRAZY INVENTIONS AND DAREDEVIL STUNTS. Fullscreen. A compilation of rare films featuring some of the craziest machines, wackiest machines, oddest trends and strangest inventions from the past. You’ll see flagpole sitting, a giant hamster ball, yoyo experts, winged humans, and much more! Includes the bonus short, The Dentist, starring W.C. Fields. In B&W. 66 minutes. Legend Films. $5.95

★ 4835352 ABOUT TIME: A History of Clocks and Time. By Robert D. Rooney. For thousands of years, people of all cultures have made and used clocks: city sundials in ancient Rome, medieval water clocks, German cuckoo clocks. How did time become so acceptable that it fomenting revolution in the Middle Ages, and many more. Rooney shows through these artifacts, how time has been imagined, politicized, and weaponized over the centuries—and how it might bring peace. 271 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95


Religion & Science

4662334 THREE VIEWS ON CREATION AND EVOLUTION: Science, Theology, and the Future of the Universe. By Susan H. Cantrell. Deals with the issues raised by the different views on creation and evolution, and similar concerns as it looks at three dominant schools of Christian thought, young earth creationism, old earth creationism, and theistic evolution. 296 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99


4693927 CHRISTIANITY IN THE LIGHT OF SCIENCE: Critically Examining the Relevance of Modern Science to Biblical Interpretation. By David W. W. Lofthus. A collection of essays which critically examine the God hypothesis and Christianity in light of science. Taking the track that there is no alternative but science, its critic states the case, the Biblical events, the conclusion is that all faith-based claims run aground in the face of scientific evidence, or lack thereof. 399 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

4743970 THE NEW COSMIC STORY: Inside Our Awakening Universe. By John F. Haught. Provides a refreshing and non-antagonistic approach, asking how science can aid our interpretation of the Bible. This result is for a stimulating range of topics, science, history, and science can aid our interpretation of the Bible. The result is for a stimulating range of topics, science, history, and science can aid our interpretation of the Bible. 222 pages. New Page Books. Pub. at $12.95

★ 465210X SCIENCE & THE BIBLE: Modern Insights for an Ancient Text. By David E. Hahn. Provides a refreshing and non-antagonistic approach, asking how science can aid our interpretation of the Bible. The result is for a stimulating range of topics, science, history, and science can aid our interpretation of the Bible. The result is for a stimulating range of topics, science, history, and science can aid our interpretation of the Bible. 222 pages. New Page Books. Pub. at $12.95

★ 4771389 NATURAL: How Faith in Nature’s Goodness Leads to Harmful Fads, Unjust Laws, and Flawed Science. By Alan Levinovitz. In this groundbreaking counter-culture book, Levinovitz demonstrates that the belief in Nature (with a capital N) and natural goodness are more religious than objective or scientific and highlights the many dangers of substituting simple myths for complicated realities. 256 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $19.99

★ DVD 4818857 IS THE HUMAN BRAIN HARDWIRED FOR GOD? Widescreen. In this talk, Professor Newman will discuss how it does look like the brain, no matter how it got there, it has the profound ability to engage in religious and spiritual experiences. This is part of why we’ve seen religion and spirituality be a part of human history since the dawn of civilization. 51 minutes. Prometheaus. Pub. at $17.95

4713761 FRANCISCANS AND THE ELIXIR OF LIFE: Religion and Science in the Later Middle Ages. By Zachary A. Moussa. Each step around science, this volume focuses on alchemy as a material practice and investigates the Franciscan discourses and traditions that shaped the pursuit of the elixir, providing a rich examination of alchemy and religion. 201 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $65.00

4690230 DEALING WITH DARWIN: Place, Politics, and Rhetoric in Religious Engagements with Evolution. By David N. Livingstone. Shows how theological debates about evolution were rooted in such matters as anxieties over control of education, the politics of race relations, the nature of local scientific traditions, and challenges to traditional cultural identity. 265 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT TO $34.95

★ DVD 3784290 GODS SUPER COLLECTOR. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

Scientific Text and Reference

4690427 THE QUANTUM FRONTIER: The Large Hadron Collider. By Don Lincoln. In exploring what the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) does and why it matters, Lincoln explains what the LHC is likely to teach us about particle physics, including uncovering the nature of dark matter, finding micro black holes and super symmetric particles, identifying extra dimensions, and revealing the origin of mass in the universe. 172 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $28.00


See more titles at erhbc.com/859
**FISHING & HUNTING**

**378756** BUTCHERING DEER: A Complete Guide from Field to Table. By Peter J. Fiduccia. Guides hunters on field dressing, storing, and butchering deer. Offers more than 20 different items, including the new moose, American elk, and white-tailed deer. Each section goes into fine detail, including the habits and range, foods, mating and seasonal habits, tracks, scat, signs, and vocalization of the animals. Well illus., many in color. 351 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**378757** BUTCHERING DEER & OTHER BLOODY BUSINESS. By M. Wlotzka. Covers all phases of deer butchering, cleaning, and proper cutting. Also includes a section on the best ways to prepare and cook venison with quick and easy recipes. Well illus. in color. 246 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**394236** THE TRACKER’S HANDBOOK: How to Identify and Track Any Animal, Anywhere. By John L. Largen. Field’s expertise is sure to reveal all the secrets of the trade, from knowing where and how to set traps for fur-bearing animals that you are trying to get, to understanding what makes a good trap. While there is a wealth of information for beginners who will help them pick up trapping with relative ease, there are also tips and tricks for veteran trappers. Well illus. 167 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


**384917** SHOULD THE TENT BE BURNING LIKE THAT? A Professional Amateur’s Guide to the Outdoors. By Bill Heavey. Gatherers together a wide range of drawings, columns, and publications. Whatever the subject, his humorous tales are odes to the notion that enthusiasm is more important than skill, and a testament to the great natural world. Illustrated. 263 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

**384150** ACA’S BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO FLY CASTING: Featuring the Twelve Casts You Need to Know. By John L. Field. Whether learning to fly fish in fresh or saltwater, or looking for instruction on different parts, and methods. Covers fly-casting essentials and techniques for both the amateur and professional flyfisher. 422 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**271393** THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO GUNSMITHING, SECOND REVISED EDITION. Gun Care and Repair. By Charles Edward Chapelle. This highly detailed and essential reference is for the gun enthusiast and gunsman alike. In more than forty chapters of exceptionally clear prose, this guide contains all the information a collector, soldier, or home defender could have on topics such as: drawings and blueprints; stock design; stock repairs and alterations; and many more. 480 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**288196** FISH & STREAM THE BEST AMERICAN HUNTING STORIES. Ed. by Anthony Licata. From blood-pumping stories of wilderness survival to fascinating tales of vanishing traditions, Field & Stream collects the best hunting stories from today’s top writers for a collection that is modern yet timeless. Includes stories by Bill Heavey, Rick Bass, Phil Caputo, and many others. 251 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $32.50

**378797** SHOOTER’S BIBLE GUIDE TO CONCEALED CARRY, 2ND EDITION. By Ted Edwickers. This comprehensive guide provides valuable information with an updated and expanded firearms section, to familiarize you with firearms so you can gain confidence, know where to look for quality, and feel secure in the worst of situations. Well illus. in color. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**470562** TYPING & FISHING BUSINESS. By M. Wlotzka. This definitive resource is packed with informative knowledge to the next generation of flyfishers participate in this wonderful sport. 107 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99

**378326** THE GREATEST HUNTING STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Vin T. Sperano. A collection of true hunting tales, told by some of the most courageous and clever sportsmen. Included here are the experiences of Teddy Roosevelt, James A. Garfield, John E. Brown, and other outdoor writers who have traveled the world hunting. Fully illus. in color. 227 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

**67352X** THE ORVIS FLY-tying MANUAL, 2ND EDITION: How to Tie Eight Popular Flies. By L. Schilling & M. Wlotzka. This fully illustrated guide walks you through the making of seven bow designs with step by step instructions, materials lists, and variations. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**392062** MAKING A RATTAN BOW. By Colin Willock. Illustrated. 144 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**596775** CRAFTSMANSHIP: THE ABCS OF SELF-DEFENSE TOOLS FOR THE MODERN FAMILY. Ed. by Bill Horner. Looks at theABCs of developing and using a variety of tools to defend yourself and your family in close quarter battle. 110 minutes. DVD. Pub. at $29.95

**470573** THE ABC OF FISHING. Ed. by Colin Willock. Compiled and edited by the late celebrated sporting journalist, this concise and authoritative volume contains expertly written sections on coarse, game and sea fishing, and contains expertly written sections on coarse, game and sea fishing, and invaluable information about anything that might be caught in British waters. Illus., some in color. 352 pages. Andre Deutsch. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**474579** THE GREAT BOOK OF RELOADING. Ed. by Jerry Lee. Representing more than 75 years of unparalleled coverage, this definitive resource is packed with informative knowledge to the next generation of reloaders and experienced shooters. 2020, 74TH EDITION. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99

**379546** THE ORVIS FLY-TYING TREASURY: The ABCS OF SELF-DEFENSE TOOLS FOR THE MODERN FAMILY. Ed. by Bill Horner. Looks at the ABCs of developing and using a variety of tools to defend yourself and your family in close quarter battle. 110 minutes. DVD. Pub. at $35.95

**347682** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**382061** CONCEALED CARRY CLASS: The ABCs of Self-Defense Tools and Tactics. By Tom Givens. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**476782** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**347682** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**476782** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**347682** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**476782** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**347682** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**476782** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**347682** FIELD & STREAM THE BEST OF THE TOTAL OUTDOORSMAN. Ed. by Edward R. Hamilton. A comprehensive guide to recognizing, avoiding, and surviving violent encounters: the ABCs of self-defense tools and tactics that will inspire new adventures and expand the proficiency of the most skilled experts. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95
3884162 HORSER WOMEN: Strength, Beauty, Passion. Compiled by Missa Swayne. Features wonderful photographs and quotes evoking the link between women and horses, respect for grace, courage, and creativity, while honoring the adventure and spirit that the two share. 96 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


4676238 MR. DARLEY’S ARABIAN: A History of Racing in 25 Horses. By Chris McGrath. The inspired history of horse racing told by Xenophon, the bloodline of twenty-five exceptional Arabian steeds. McGrath expertly guides us through three centuries of scandals, adventures, and fortunes won and lost and shows us the many faces of kings. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 426 pages. $14.95

3787031 THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF HORSEBITS, 2ND EDITION: What They Are, What They Do, and How They Work for Your Horse. By Ernest D. Closter. This book will answer all your questions on horse bits. The author goes into detail about all kinds of equine mouthware and how each of them is designed. He explains how and why each works in the context of what the rider wants the horse to accomplish. The answer to other horse and rider problems will be found throughout these pages. Well illus. in color. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

398222X THE ART OF HORSEMANSHIP By Xenophon. A republication of the work originally published in 1893. An accomplished cavalryman and one of the foremost scholars of his day, Xenophon wrote the popular classic on horse and rider. This book answers how and why each one works in the context of what the rider wants the horse to accomplish. The answer to other horse and rider problems will be found throughout these pages. Well illus. in color. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

2981734 THE LUCKY THIRTEEN: The Winners of America’s Triple Crown of Horse Racing. By Edward L. Bowen. In more than a century of American Thoroughbred racing, 13 horses have won the Triple Crown. From the first winner, Sir Barton in 1919, to the thirteenth, Justify, the author covers the owners, the jockeys who etched their names in Thoroughbred racing, and the “lucky thirteen” who captured all three jewels of the Triple Crown. Photos. 302 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4691657 HACKAMORE & STOCK HORSE: The Legendary California Horse. A fascinating volume about the history of the California Stock Horse and the Hackamore style of horse training. This book will bring back memories of the world that has become a lost art. Here Ingersoll includes practical horse training tips, intimate drawings and diagrams, and photographs of world champion horses. 148 pages. Stoecklein. 12x11. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

4698509 WILD HORSES OF THE SUMMER SUN. By Tony Bilski. FILLED WITH ADVENTURE AND FRESH HERMS, AS WELL AS AN INCREDIBLE PORTRAIT OF ICELAND AND ITS REMARKABLE EQUINE, THIS STORY WILL ENTHRALL AND DELIGHT NOT JUST HORSE LOVERS, BUT THOSE OF US WHO YEARN FOR A LITTLE MORE WILD IN EVERYDAY LIFE. 16 PAGES OF COLOR PHOTOS. 244 PAGES. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $8.95

4691679 KING P-234: Cornerstone of an Industry, the legendary sire’s complete story, which includes an in-depth look at his background from the Civil War forward, his personal life, and genetic legacy. Well illus. 272 pages. Soft Enterprises. 8x11. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

4691695 LEGENDS, VOLUME 2: Outstanding Quarter Horse Stallions and Mares—B.Y.U. Boswell. The second volume of the series focusing on outstanding quarter horses, stallions and mares. Well illus. 190 pages. Western Horseman. 8x11.1/4. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

4691709 LEGENDS, VOLUME 3: Outstanding Quarter Horse Stallions and Mares. By Diane Clariont et al. The third volume of the series focusing on more outstanding quarter horses, stallions and mares. Well illus. 208 pages. Western Horseman. 8x11.1/4. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

3896481 THE RING BIT: History, Form, & Function. By Donald Minzenmayer. A definitive reference and history of the ring bit, considering some as one of the most humane and effective bits for a horse bridle. Features early examples of Moorish and Arab ring bits, as well as sixteenth-century Spanish bits. An ideal resource for competitors, horse riders and trainers, and historians. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Schiffer. 9x11.1/4. Pub. at $49.99 $14.95

3883852 HORSE, FOLLOW CLOSELY: Native American Horsemanship. By GalGal Pony. This book illustrates the traditional training methods of the author’s Native American ancestors, America’s first great horsemen who trained not only to domesticate the animal, but to create a bond for life. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. CompanionHouse. 9x11. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

DVD 2910187 WILD MUSTANGS! This breathtaking film will put you up close and personal with these beautiful and magnificently powerful animals. Watch as they go about their daily routine untamed and free spirited. You’ll see all sizes and colors of wild mustangs. In one scene, one of nature’s greatest creations, 65 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

DVD 3946967 HORSEMENSHIPS. Scottish born Leonie Baker brings a wealth of international experience and expertise to the world of horses and horse training. This book examines some as one of the most humane and effective bits for a horse bridle. Features early examples of Moorish and Arab ring bits, as well as sixteenth-century Spanish bits. An ideal resource for competitors, horse riders and trainers, and historians. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. CompanionHouse. 9x11. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

3954682 IN PRAISE OF CHICKENS: A Compendium of Wisdom Fair and Fowl. By Jane M. Smith. A taxonomically illustrated and delightfully surprising celebration of a bird that has captured the world’s imagination. Poultry Lore. 216 pages. Publisher at $23.00 $9.95

3955653 RENEGADE CHAMPION: The Unlikely Rise of Fitzrada. By Richard R. Rust. The story of Jane and Fitz, who in 1946 found themselves at the center of America at the prestigious National Horse Show in Madison Square Garden—the highest jumping title in the world. The road there for horse and rider was a five year test of faith, patience and understanding. Photos. 290 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT TO $2.95

4783254 BOOKS & CATTLE: Trade Secrets of a North American Icon. By Tim O’Byrne. 176 pages. Western Horseman. 8x10.1/4. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95


4648250 HORSES: Stunning Photographs from the Equine World. By Paula Hammond. 224 pages. Amber Books. 9x11.2. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

5895472 THE JOY OF KEEPING GOATS: The Ultimate Guide to Dairy and Meat Goats. By Laura Childs. A small farm owner offers this unique guide on how to care for the loveable goat. Covering everything from selecting a breed to turning milk into cheese, it is perfect for anyone interested in learning more about these multi-purpose animal companions. Color photos. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3867226 HOW TO RAISE CHICKENS FOR MEAT: The Backyard Guide to Caring, Feeding, and Butchering Your Birds. By Michelle Marine. Divided into four easy to navigate sections: selecting the right breed and understanding the specifics; care and feeding; butchering; and cooking tips along with delicious and true farm to table recipes to impress even the most doubtful family member. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Quarry. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

3811042 COW TAILS & TRAILS: A Fun & Informative Collection of North American Cow Facts and Trivia, 2nd Ed. by Andrea K. Donner. This lighthearted but informative reference is packed with North American cow facts and trivia. Both dairy and beef cows are thoroughly covered. 110 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3954326 KNOW YOUR HOBBY: Northern American Cattle, 2nd Ed. by Andrea K. Donner. This lighthearted but informative reference is packed with North American cow facts and trivia. Both dairy and beef cows are thoroughly covered. 110 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Farm & Domesticated Animals

4771243 ESTHER THE WONDER PIG: Changing the World One Heart at a Time. By Steve Jenkins. Jenkins and his partner agreed to adopt an adorable micro-piglet. But, it turned out there was nothing "micro" about Esther. Within three years, Tiny Esther grew to a whopping 600 pounds. Follow Jenkins and Walter’s heartwarming adventure from reluctant pig parents to farm-owning advocates for animals. Color photos. 246 pages. Grand Central Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3720041 TURTLES: The Animal Answer Guide. By W. Gibbons & J. Greene. Answering more than 100 common questions about these remarkable creatures, this guide covers a broad range of turtle topics, including behavior, ecology, reproduction and development, turtle-human relationships, as well as turtle care. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95


4762145 VANISHING ACT: The Artistry of Animal Camouflage. By Art Wolfe. In this revealing work of unconventional and stunning animal portraits, the esteemed wildlife photographer turns his lens on one of the animal kingdom’s most fundamental survival techniques: camouflage. Wolfe showcases the beauty of animals’ natural abilities to vanish, offering an intimate look at the remarkable range and diversity of this remarkable world. 222 pages. Cameron, 12x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $7.95

7280938 EMPEROR: The Perfect Penguin. By Sue Flood. A tribute and a celebration of the emperor, one of the world’s most charismatic creatures. The biggest and most photogenic of all 18 penguin species, they never set foot on land and spend their entire lives out on the sea ice or feeding in the Southern Ocean. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. ACC Art Books. 9x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.50 $19.95

4871316 THE TRUTH ABOUT ANIMALS: Popular Literature. By Phillip Manning. What seemed at first glance a solid and routine find in the Hell Creek Badlands of North Dakota in 1999, eventually his children grew up and Hutto had to scratch and leave him caught up in wonder. Butcher and artist and naturalist Joe Hutto, lived as a turkey farmer in New Mexico for years. He then travels to Namibia, Ecuador, and finally to Vietnam. English SDH. 180 minutes. BBC. DVD 3720705 DEADLIEST CRITTERS: Wild Things with Dominic Monaghan. Widescreen. Follows a zoologist and adventurer, his place in the natural order of things and the threats that are seriously reducing its numbers around the world. More than 125 color photos illustrate the remains of the past and the diversity of this fascinating creature. 175 pages. Firefly. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95

4871545 MEDITATIONS WITH COWS: What I’ve Learned from Daisy, the Dairy Cow Who Changed My Life. By Shreve Stockton. For anyone who loves animals or cares about the environment, this inspiring book by the bestselling author of Farming After Stockton explores conservation and the important role of cattle in local eco-systems, models the humane treatment of animals, and shows how pastured cattle can be our allies in averting climate crisis. Color photos. 258 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95

4781209 ESTHER THE WONDER PIG: Changing the World One Heart at a Time. By Steve Jenkins. Jenkins and his partner agreed to adopt an adorable micro-piglet. But, it turned out there was nothing “micro” about Esther. Within three years, Tiny Esther grew to a whopping 600 pounds. Follow Jenkins and Walter’s heartwarming adventure from reluctant pig parents to farm-owning advocates for animals. Color photos. 246 pages. Grand Central Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3486882 UNLucky HEROES: 37 Inspiring Stories of Courage and Heart from the Animal Kingdom. By Jennifer S. Holland. From the lethal cat that risked everything to protect its kittens from a venomous beaded lizard. He then travels to Namibia, Ecuador, and finally to Vietnam. English SDH. 180 minutes. BBC. DVD 3720705 DEADLIEST CRITTERS: Wild Things with Dominic Monaghan. Widescreen. Follows a zoologist and adventurer, his place in the natural order of things and the threats that are seriously reducing its numbers around the world. More than 125 color photos illustrate the remains of the past and the diversity of this fascinating creature. 175 pages. Firefly. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95


3768947 GRAVE SECRETS OF DINOSAURS: Soft Tissues and Hard Science. By Phillip Manning. What seemed at first glance a solid and routine find in the Hell Creek Badlands of North Dakota in 1999, would soon reveal itself to be one of the rarest and most significant paleontological discoveries of the century. By the summer of 2012, Jenkins and his partner agreed to adopt an adorable micro-piglet. But, it turned out there was nothing “micro” about Esther. Within three years, Tiny Esther grew to a whopping 600 pounds. Follow Jenkins and Walter’s heartwarming adventure from reluctant pig parents to farm-owning advocates for animals. Color photos. 246 pages. Grand Central Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3940446 FOREST CATS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Jerry Kobalenko. Tribute to the wild cats that roam behind the front line in a timber war, or fall from the roof of dolphins who shielded swimmers from a shark, here are 37 compelling stories of animals whose heroism is an inspiring example for us all. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

4715330 COWS: What I’ve Learned from Daisy, the Dairy Cow Who Changed My Life. By Shreve Stockton. For anyone who loves animals or cares about the environment, this inspiring book by the bestselling author of Farming After Stockton explores conservation and the important role of cattle in local eco-systems, models the humane treatment of animals, and shows how pastured cattle can be our allies in averting climate crisis. Color photos. 258 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95

4871316 THE TRUTH ABOUT ANIMALS: Popular Literature. By Phillip Manning. What seemed at first glance a solid and routine find in the Hell Creek Badlands of North Dakota in 1999, would soon reveal itself to be one of the rarest and most significant paleontological discoveries of the century. By the summer of 2012, Jenkins and his partner agreed to adopt an adorable micro-piglet. But, it turned out there was nothing “micro” about Esther. Within three years, Tiny Esther grew to a whopping 600 pounds. Follow Jenkins and Walter’s heartwarming adventure from reluctant pig parents to farm-owning advocates for animals. Color photos. 246 pages. Grand Central Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4715330 COWS: What I’ve Learned from Daisy, the Dairy Cow Who Changed My Life. By Shreve Stockton. For anyone who loves animals or cares about the environment, this inspiring book by the bestselling author of Farming After Stockton explores conservation and the important role of cattle in local eco-systems, models the humane treatment of animals, and shows how pastured cattle can be our allies in averting climate crisis. Color photos. 258 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95
**Animals**

4702492  MAMA’S LAST HUG: Animal Emotions and What They Tell Us About Ourselves. By Frances K. Wells. A fascinating exploration of the rich emotional lives of animals, beginning with Mama, a chimpanzee matriarch who formed a deep bond with a botanist, Jan van Hooff. Her and others like it show that humans are not the only species with the capacity for love, hate, fear, shame, guilt, joy, disgust, and empathy. Photos. 326 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

396040X  THE GREAT APES: A Secret History. By Chris Herzfeld. Presents a compact but wide-ranging survey of humankind’s relationship with its closest primate relatives, from antiquity to the present. A philosopher and historian specializing in primatology, Herzfeld offers thought-provoking insights on our perceptions of great apes, and the boundaries between them and us. 321 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $8.95


4808444  DOWN FROM THE MOUNTAIN: The Life and Death of a Grizzly Bear. By Bryce Andrews. Tells the story of one grizzly in the changing Montana landscape. Millie was cut down, but she left behind a future for her cubs. But raising those cubs in the mountains became harder each year as the climate warmed and people crowded the valleys. This is the story of an entangled collision where the shrinking wilds force human and bear into ever closer proximity. Illus. 151 pages. Periplus. Pub. at $14.94 $6.95

**480788X  ONCE A WOLF: The Science Behind Our Dogs’ Astonishing Genetic Evolution.** By Bryan Sykes. A timely exploration of the canine genetic journey that likely began with the domestication of wolves thousands of years ago. With the full array of modern genetic technology, Sykes identifies tantalizing clues in the recently mapped canine genome to reveal how our best friends have evolved from wild canids to become the most beautiful creatures in nature in our own rolicking true crime adventure, 317 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**4808349  EXTRAORDINARY ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: Nature Presents Two outstanding films on animal behavior. Can Animals Predict Disaster? explores how animals seem to be able to predict and survive natural disasters. The second film, Finding and Making Tracks, shows how zoologists and amateur trackers are using modern genetic technology, 106 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.93 $3.95

3960493  THE PRINCETON FIELD GUIDE TO PREHISTORIC MAMMALS. By Donald R. Prothero. This comprehensive and beautifully illustrated volume provides an up to date guidebook to hundreds of extinct species, from sabertooth cats to t-rex and woolly mammoths. This book reveals secrets locked in the bones in a way that demonstrates evolution in action, and explains how mass extinctions and climate change affected mammals, including why some mammals grew so huge. 240 pages. Princeton. 8½x11”. Pub. at $27.95 $14.95

3926818  DINOSAUR TRACKS: The Next Steps. Ed. by Peter L. Falkingham et al. The latest advances in dinosaur ichnology are showcased in this comprehensive and timely volume that brings together leading researchers and research groups cover the most essential topics in the study of dinosaur tracks. Well illustrated, 418 pages. Illus. 9x11”. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

4830049  THE PRINCETON FIELD GUIDE TO DINOSAURS, 2ND EDITION. By Gregory S. Paul. This stunningly illustrated, and comprehensive volume includes new accounts of all the major dinosaur groups as well as nearly 700 color and black and white images–sketch drawings, “life” studies, scenic views, and more that depict the full range of dinosaurs. Traces the history of these animals, from the first appearance of dinosaurs in the Triassic to the extinction of the dinosaurs at the end of the Cretaceous period. Princeton. 8½x11”. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

4708695  OUR WILD CALLING: How Connecting with Animals Can Transform Our Lives—and Save Theirs. By Richard Louv. A blend of personal stories, and cutting edge science, to show how people are communicating with animals in ancient and new ways. The author also makes a case for protecting, preserving, and creating a sustainable and shared habitat for all creatures, not just of earth, but of the sea. 308 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $14.95

4864672  BEARS: Stunning Photographs of All the World’s Species. By Paul Schullery. A beautiful collection of captivating photographs of all eight species of Bears—the American and Asian black bear, the polar, brown, and sloth bears. Divided into chapters showing each type, Jackson reveals how they live, hunt and breed. 224 pages. Amber Books. 9¾x12”. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4848063  THE BEAR DOESN’T KNOW: Lives and Times of America’s First Bear Artists. By Paul Schullery. Schullery has given us a bear lover’s book of wonders. It is rich in the joy, beauty, inspiration, and pure fun to be had during a lifetime spent as a bear country painter. Illuminating and celebrating the bears and their world, making plain why they always have and always will matter so much to us. 275 pages. Greystone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


4713958  THE WOLF CONNECTION: What Wolves Can Teach Us About Being Human. By Ted Allen. Grounded in the author’s years of working with wolves, as well as the findings of wolf biologists and the wisdom of First Nation elders, Allen offers a complete understanding of wolves, and the lessons we have to teach us so we can harness their powerful and transformative insights in our own lives. Illus. 308 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

3967965  LIVES OF THE MOST FAMOUS. By Kathy Shea Mormino. The Chicken Chicks presents a collection of gorgeous color photographs showcasing the real stars of the show: her spectacular flock members, representing a stunning array of breeds and personalities. 144 pages. Voyageur. $3.95


4808444  DOWN FROM THE MOUNTAIN: The Life and Death of a Grizzly Bear. By Bryce Andrews. Tells the story of one grizzly in the changing Montana landscape. Millie was cut down, but she left behind a future for her cubs. But raising those cubs in the mountains became harder each year as the climate warmed and people crowded the valleys. This is the story of an entangled collision where the shrinking wilds force human and bear into ever closer proximity. Illus. 151 pages. Periplus. Pub. at $14.94 $6.95

3984060  ONCE A WOLF: The Science Behind Our Dogs’ Astonishing Genetic Evolution. By Bryan Sykes. A timely exploration of the canine genetic journey that likely began with the domestication of wolves thousands of years ago. With the full array of modern genetic technology, Sykes identifies tantalizing clues in the recently mapped canine genome to reveal how our best friends have evolved from wild canids to become the most beautiful creatures in nature in our own rolicking true crime adventure, 317 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

3803049  DVD: EXTRAORDINARY ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: Nature Presents Two outstanding films on animal behavior. Can Animals Predict Disaster? explores how animals seem to be able to predict and survive natural disasters. The second film, Finding and Making Tracks, shows how zoologists and amateur trackers are using modern genetic technology, 106 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.93 $3.95

**3910768  DINOSAURS REDISCOVERED: The Scientific Revolution in Paleontology.** By Michael J. Benton. Though they haven’t roamed the earth for millions of years, dinosaurs are still very much a part of our world. New technologies have revealed secrets locked in the bones in a way nobody predicted—we can now work out the entire fossil record of dinosaurs. Illus. 465 pages. Princeton. 8½x11”. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

4684672  BEARS: Stunning Photographs of All the World’s Species. By Paul Schullery. A beautiful collection of captivating photographs of all eight species of Bears—the American and Asian black bear, the polar, brown, and sloth bears. Divided into chapters showing each type, Jackson reveals how they live, hunt and breed. 224 pages. Amber Books. 9¾x12”. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4848063  THE BEAR DOESN’T KNOW: Lives and Times of America’s First Bear Artists. By Paul Schullery. Schullery has given us a bear lover’s book of wonders. It is rich in the joy, beauty, inspiration, and pure fun to be had during a lifetime spent as a bear country painter. Illuminating and celebrating the bears and their world, making plain why they always have and always will matter so much to us. 275 pages. Greystone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
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**3925373 WHEN FISH GET FEET, WHEN BUGS WERE BIG, & WHEN DINOS DAWNE**d. By Hannah Bonner. From when life first crawled onto land all the way to the dawn of the dinosaurs, fascinating facts about insects, towering trees, and bizarre sea monsters are all here for your reading pleasure! Ages 8–12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3945682 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SHARKS: DINE**s & DEEP. By Hannah Bonner. From when life first crawled onto land all the way to the dawn of the dinosaurs, fascinating facts about insects, towering trees, and bizarre sea monsters are all here for your reading pleasure! Ages 8–12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3925374 COAST TO COAST WILDLIFE: THE LU**e of the Ocean. By Hannah Bonner. From when life first crawled onto land all the way to the dawn of the dinosaurs, fascinating facts about insects, towering trees, and bizarre sea monsters are all here for your reading pleasure! Ages 8–12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**
ROARING, RUMBLING TATTOO DINOSAURS: 50 Temporary Tattoos That Teach. Text by Artemis Roehrig. Bring the dinos to life with 50 unforgettable temporary tattoos. Show off your favorites and learn amazing facts about each prehistoric reptile. The tattoo set is easy to apply, and they'll last for several days. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

TOP 10 FOR KIDS DEADLY ANIMALS. By Paul Terry. Come into a world of horned, spearing, teeth-baring, clawed, and flesh-tearing claws. Stay close to your Team T-10 guides on this fact-packed adventure around the world and back to the age of dinosaurs. Packed with 50 separate diagrams. Ages 8 to 10. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Firefly. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

HEAD-TO-HEAD DINOSAURS: Discovery. By Courtney Acampora. For 165 million years, dinosaurs ruled the earth, but many of these prehistoric giants lived millions of years apart. This unique volume ranks some of the fiercest dinosaurs based on their speed, intelligence, senses, camouflage, size, strength, and other traits. Ages 10-14. Fully illus. in color. Silver Dolphin. 11x8½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

CLASH OF THE DINOS. By Jinny Johnson. Dare to witness dinosaurs in combat with one another to the death. Find out what would happen if a Triceratops met a T. rex and sink your teeth in. From flaming cheese puffs to solar powered s'mores, discover tons of deliciously fun ways to explore science, technology, engineering, and math. Ages 5-10. Illus. in color. 194 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

HUMAN BODY: Discovery Plus. By Anna Claybourne. Turn the pages, lift the flaps, and spin the wheels to find out how your body constantly operates throughout your life. Discover how the cells, tissues, organs, and systems work together to keep you healthy and active. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Silver Dolphin. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

WILD ABOUT ANIMALS. By Nick Annals. Get a close-up look at the world’s wildest cats with this touch and feel board book! Ages 1-3. Fully illus. in color. Insight Press. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


TECH LAB: Awesome Builds for Smart Makers. By Jack Challoner. Bimming with 18 exciting projects, the challenge is to design a solar powered bugbot, make a 3D printer, and build a robot. There are even step-by-step instructions for creating fun facts, tactile textures, and exciting activities to make children want to build. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 263 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


THE LITTLE BOOK OF BACKYARD BIRD SONGS. By A. Pinnington & C. Buckingham. An enchanting introduction to backyard bird watching and highlights how to keep on your windowsill for the whole family to enjoy and see who becomes the bird-song expert first. WARNING: TINY BIRDS & CARDS.

Hazardous if swallowed. Not for children under 3 years. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

SMITHSONIAN EXPLORATORIUM OF NATURE. Ed. by Kim Geist. A remarkable visual reference for kids that explores the natural world in stunning detail and allows young readers to see nature as they have never been able to do before. Packed with facts, figures, and reference to mountains, from seeds to salamanders, this extraordinary volume is the perfect tool for curious minds. Ages 9-12. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

For more titles see more titles at erhbc.com/859
**4810805** THE COLD VANISH: Seeking the Missing in North America’s Wilderness. By Jon Ellman. These are the stories that defy conventional logic. The proverbial vanished without a trace incidents, which happen a lot more frequently than almost anyone realizes. Those whose situations are the hardest on loved ones left behind. 360 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. At $17.99. $12.95.

**47002X** HOW TO SURVIVE: Self-Reliance in Extreme Circumstances. By John Hudson. The stories told here—deserted on an island, stranded at sea, lost in the jungle, living through a pandemic, and other harrowing events—are described in breathtaking detail, then broken down to reveal invaluable lessons for dealing with anything and everything the world may throw at you. 310 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. At $15.95. $11.95.

**3728625** INCREDIBLE WILD EDIBLES: 30 Plants That Can Change Your Life. By Samuel Thayer. Learn the craft of foraging, one plant at a time, from America’s leading authority on edible wild plants. Thayer teaches you the secrets of thirty-six iconic wild foods that have been gathered by foragers for thousands of years. Harvesting and eating wild plants is an ancient pathway to a healthy planet, a vibrant life, and a sustainable future. Well illus. in color. 480 pages. Forager’s Harvest. Paperback. At $17.95. $16.95.

**483511** STRANGE HARVESTS: The Hidden Histories of Seven Natural Objects. By Edward Posnett. Follows the journeys of seven uncommon products—from edible birds’ nests, caviar, tea, silk, tuna, fiber, vegetable ivory and guano—from remote areas to the most populated urban centers. Posnett draws on the voices of people and little known communities who have long harvested those objects, telling how to stay alive and thrive in the woods, the jungle, the arctic, and even prison—while style! Illus. 255 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. At $12.95. $9.95.

**4772746** GEMS OF THE WORLD, 2ND EDITION REVISED. By Cally Oldershaw. With spectacular finds in China and Pakistan. Features detailed illustrations and concise instructions that explain how to follow up and identify fossils. There are over 130 varieties, plus world maps revealing gem locations and trading centers. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. At $24.95. $19.95.

**4743578** COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO THE SVEUANIITE GROUP. By Robert J. Laut. A visually rich book about minerals, the sveuviante group is best known through the many colorful crystals collected at the Jeffrey quarry in Asbestos, Canada, along with plants and animals. The detailed text begins with an explanation of the chemistry and transparency of the group and a discussion of ongoing research. Illus. in color. 93 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $19.45. $16.95.

**4749309** HANDY POCKET GUIDE TO ASIAN GEMSTONES. Text by Carol Clark. Stunning color photographs and a noted writer on gemstones, will delight both gem collectors and lovers of fine jewelry alike. 64 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. At $6.95. $4.95.


**4818237** WOODY PLANTS OF THE NORTHERN FOREST: A Photographic Guide. By Jerry Jenkins. Through a collage of composite photos that allow for unparalleled depth and clarity, this unique guide illustrates the majority of the 265 species of woody plants and their associated forest and associated communities. With a visual glossary, nineteen quick guides and five systematic sections, this resource is intended as a quick reference. 61 pages. Comstock. 10x11. Paperbound. At $16.95. $13.95.

**4996576** UNARMED COMBAT: Hand-to-Hand Fighting Skills from the World’s Most Elite Military Units. By Martin J. Dougherty. Features detailed illustrations and concise instructions that explain how to follow up and identify fossils. There are over 130 varieties, plus world maps revealing gem locations and trading centers. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. At $24.95. $19.95.

**4727747** GEMS OF THE WORLD, 2ND EDITION REVISED. By Cally Oldershaw. With spectacular finds in China and Pakistan. Features detailed illustrations and concise instructions that explain how to follow up and identify fossils. There are over 130 varieties, plus world maps revealing gem locations and trading centers. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. At $24.95. $19.95.

**4728823** FIELD GUIDE TO SNOWFLAKES. By John Gadgil. Snowflakes hold the secrets to the climate. This book contains the science behind these one of a kind natural masterpieces and showcases their delicate beauty through amazing macrophotography of real snow crystals. Learn what the most beautiful crystals are likely to look like, how to observe and photograph them. 112 pages. Voyageur. Paperbound. At $12.99. $9.95.

**3968852** THE NATURE OF TEXAS. By James Kavanagh. Texas is home to a greater diversity of species in the U.S. than any other state. This new book highlights more than 325 familiar and distinctive plants and animals and dozens of the state’s outstanding natural attractions. An indispensable reference for amateur naturalists, students and tourists. 176 pages. Waterford. Paperbound. At $16.95. $12.95.

**3995750** WADDLERS & PADDLERS: NATURE. Two episodes from the award-winning series. The World of Penguins examines the world of these flightless birds that have adapted themselves from the bitter cold of the Antarctic to the scorching deserts of Africa. Posnett follows a group at California’s Monterey Bay Aquarium trying to train otter orphans to survive in the wild. 112 minutes. Questar. Paperbound. At $19.99. $3.95.

**4723023** OUTDOOR SURVIVAL SKILLS, 7TH EDITION. By Larry Dean Olsen. Teaches outdoor skills to skilled wilderness enthusiasts. Olsen tests his expensive purchased equipment, and instead draws on the knowledge of the land and carefully tested techniques for finding or creating shelter, fire, food, and animal and plant identification. Illus. in color. 250 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. At $18.99. $14.95.


**4795121** NINJA WILDERNESS SURVIVAL GUIDE: Surviving Extreme Outdoors in Hakim Isler. If you find yourself in an unexpected extreme situation, a fundamental understanding of your surroundings can make the difference between life and death. The principles of ninja survival skills comes from the Buddhist philosophy of the five elements. By understanding how the elements relate to the human body, the formula for survival becomes clear. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $19.95. $15.95.

**2807971** HOW TO FIGHT A BEAR...AND WIN. Ed. by JoAnn Padgett et al. The only survival guide process a stove, and trade them, setting human stories against changing economic, and ecological landscapes. 323 pages. Viking. Paperbound. At $27.00. $6.95.

**4794369** DEEP: Convergence, Innovation, and Adventure Beneath the Waves. By Bill Streever. Celebrates the daring pioneers who tested the limits of what the human body can endure under water. Tree divers able to reach the deepest part of the single broadest of engineers and scientists who uncovered the secrets of decomposition, teenagers who built their own diving gear from discarded boilers and fire hydrants. Well illus. in color. 299 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. At $19.95. $16.95.

**3895142** WADDLERS & PADDLERS: NATURE. Two episodes from the award-winning series. The World of Penguins examines the world of these flightless birds that have adapted themselves from the bitter cold of the Antarctic to the scorching deserts of Africa. Posnett follows a group at California’s Monterey Bay Aquarium trying to train otter orphans to survive in the wild. 112 minutes. Questar. Paperbound. At $19.99. $3.95.


**3741702** VICTORINOX SWISS ARMY KNIFE CAMPING & OUTDOOR EDITION. Fully tested techniques for finding or creating shelter, fire, food, and animal and plant identification. Illus. in color. 250 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $19.95. $15.95.

**4794369** DEEP: Convergence, Innovation, and Adventure Beneath the Waves. By Bill Streever. Celebrates the daring pioneers who tested the limits of what the human body can endure under water. Tree divers able to reach the deepest part of the single broadest of engineers and scientists who uncovered the secrets of decomposition, teenagers who built their own diving gear from discarded boilers and fire hydrants. Well illus. in color. 299 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. At $19.95. $16.95.

**4794369** DEEP: Convergence, Innovation, and Adventure Beneath the Waves. By Bill Streever. Celebrates the daring pioneers who tested the limits of what the human body can endure under water. Tree divers able to reach the deepest part of the single broadest of engineers and scientists who uncovered the secrets of decomposition, teenagers who built their own diving gear from discarded boilers and fire hydrants. Well illus. in color. 299 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. At $19.95. $16.95.

**4743578** COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO THE SVEUANIITE GROUP. By Robert J. Laut. A visually rich book about minerals, the sveuviante group is best known through the many colorful crystals collected at the Jeffrey quarry in Asbestos, Canada, along with plants and animals. The detailed text begins with an explanation of the chemistry and transparency of the group and a discussion of ongoing research. Illus. in color. 93 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $19.95. $16.95.
**DVD 4836146** REEF RESCUE: Nova. Widescreen. On tropical reefs around the globe, scientists are in a race against time to engineer heat-resistant “super corals,” and now their work is being put to the test. This band of international scientists have come together on the rails of a ship, as they head out on a mission to save the coral. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**4702662 WEATHER BY THE NUMBERS: The Genesis of Modern Meteorology.** By Kristine G. Dahl, 592 pages, cloth, $69.95. The fascinating story of how meteorology from a “guessing science” into a sophisticated scientific discipline based on physics and mathematics. After WWII, the combination of computer power, radio Doppler radar, and satellite meteorology helped develop for military purposes and the nascent digital computer created a new way of approaching atmospheric theory and weather forecasting. 308 pages, MIT Press. Paperbound Pub. at $32.95 **$19.95**

**37301 SNOW: A Scientific and Cultural Exploration.** By Giles Whittell. Embark on an extraordinary journey across centuries and continents to discover the wonders of the micromarvel, snow. Through yetis, skiathlons, polar bear evolution, miraculous, mercurial substance called snow. 145 minutes. Widescreen. This unique look at Antarctica portrays the history, science, delicate ecology, and awe-inspiring beauty of the world’s southern continent. For the first time in history, the mysterious icy expanse of the highest, driest, and coldest continent has been captured in beautiful quality. CC. 39 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**3962520 MESOZOIC FOSSILS II: The Cretaceous Period.** By Bruce L. Stinchover. Over 500 color photographs and text reveals fossils of the Cretaceous period, and include typical MesoZOIC fossils, such as the ammonites, belemnites, and other collective fossil mollusks, a variety of plants, and well preserved arthropods. Each fossil is along with the region from which it was discovered. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8/¼x11/. Paperbound Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**4707052 HOW TO PREPARE FOR CLIMATE CHANGE: GET TO THE ROOT OF THE PROBLEM.** By David Pope. Helping the world endure the global crisis and disaster. 90 minutes. Floyd. Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**


**3923177 NORTHEAST MEDICINAL PLANTS: Identify, Harvest, and Use 111 Wild Plants of the Northeast.** By Liz Neves. With its wealth of botanical diversity, the Northeast provides an abundance of healing herbs accessible to all. Whether you are just starting out or have been picking for some time, this guide is your essential companion for finding, identifying, harvesting, and safely using the most important wild medicinal plants. Fully illus. in color. 415 pages. Timber. Paperbound Pub. at $25.95 **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**3884821 YOUR SURVIVAL: The Complete Resource for Disaster Planning and Recovery.** By B. Arnott & M. Cohen. 293 pages.technical reference for any emergency. Whether you are just starting out or are an experienced professional, this guide is your essential companion for finding, identifying, harvesting, and safely using the most important wild medicinal plants. Fully illus. in color. 415 pages. Timber. Paperbound Pub. at $25.95 **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**6209059 THE WEATHER MACHINE: A Journey Inside the Forecast.** By Andrew Blum. 224 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $25.99 **$17.95**


**3920939 OUR NA BONDE MOST BIODIVERSE RIVER SYSTEM.** By Check Freedman with B. Jensen. 350 pages. Media Lab Books. Pub. at $27.95 **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**3945421 CORAL REEF ADVENTURE. Widescreen. Explore Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, Fiji, Tahiti, and the mysterious depths of Rangiroa atoll to document the health and beauty of coral reefs. You’ll feel like you’re diving and exploring alongside the experts. 46 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**3969799 ARCHERY, PROJECTILES, AND CANOEING, VOLUME 4: Secrets of the Forest.** By Mark Warren. The comprehensive list of the editor that hurl projectiles toward a target including “flying” techniques for a slings, spear, atlatl, bow and arrow, tomahawk and blowgun; a primitive technique of creating your own Cherokee self-bow and arrows; and more. Illus. mostly in color. 275 pages. Lyons. 8/¼x11/. Paperbound Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**4703162 WONDERS OF THE ARCTIC.** Widescreen. Witness and learn about polar bears and beluga whales in their natural habitat–the ice! 624 minutes. Complete. This unique look at Antarctica portrays the history, science, delicate ecology, and awe-inspiring beauty of the world’s southern continent. For the first time in history, the mysterious icy expanse of the highest, driest, and coldest continent has been captured in beautiful quality. CC. 39 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6209059 THE WEATHER MACHINE: A Journey Inside the Forecast.** By Andrew Blum. 224 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $25.99 **$17.95**
381248 THE BIG CLOUD. By Carmine Seaman. Collects more than 85 stunning photographs of stormfronts, tornadoes, lightning storms, and pitch-black skies that engulfs the viewer’s imagination, to impart the awe-inspiring power of our constantly shifting skies. Princeton Architectural. $39.95

4763483 VOLCANO: Live, Dormant and Extinct Volcanoes Around the World. By Robert J. Ford. Illustrated with more than 190 stunning photographs, this volume looks at more than 100 volcanoes, be they now extinct decorations on the landscape, sleeping giants or pouring out ash, towering over cities or lying remote and unseen. 224 pages. Amber. 11x½. Pub. at $24.95

4753048 THE PACIFIC CREST TRAIL: Hiking America’s Wilderness Trail. Photos by Bart Smith. This lavishly illustrated volume highlights the Pacific Crest Trail with more than 190 breathtaking images. The photographs allow readers to experience the trail as if their boots were on the path, passing by the blazes, taking in the vista ahead, or engulfed in a scenic overlook, and freezing at the sight of deer or other wildlife. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 7x5½. Pub. at $19.95

3751146 NATURE: The Bornz Baracca. Revealed. Text by E. B. Friend, photos by S. Stoecklein. A skilled photographic companion to the groundbreaking National Geographic original documentary series, takes you on a journey across the globe’s different biological realms to present stunning visuals of nature’s most intriguing animals interacting with each other and relaxing in solitude. Those majestic images, many of them full-page, are complimented with informative text discussing horse behavior and how it is being conducted. 207 pages. Firefly. 9½x11. Pub. at $29.95

4764591 HIDDEN IN NATURE: THE ART OF HIDE CAMOUFLAGE. By Anna Leavy. You will be awestruck by the innumerable species of animals that can disappear right before your eyes. Any artist working in the field of nature photography should be able to become identical to the leaves of the forest, or how an octopus is able to change color to match the sand floor. The most hidden part of nature is revealed in this superb collection of images. 208 pages. White Star. 15½x11. Pub. at $39.95

478045X WATER. By Bernhard Edmaier. In this stunningly illustrated edition, Edmaier looks at water—from both above and below the ground—as one of the most important landscape-shaping forces on Earth. Accompanied by expert texts of the geologist and writer Angelika Jung-Hütt, this is an extraordinary and authoritative account of the major water systems of the world. The photographs reveal water’s power to create and destroy, frequently at the same time. 240 pages. Prestel. 11¾x14. Pub. at $65.00

3881229 MASTERPIECES OF THE EARTH: From Fire to Ice, the Creation of our Planet. By Margaret Prudden and photographer J.F. Stoecklein. The result of a three-day eventing, this volume presents a detailed and vivid description of the world’s most notable natural phenomena, as well as a detailed and vivid description of the moment by moment close encounter with a cataclysmic tornado by renowned storm chaser and meteorologist William T. Reid. 216 pages. Images Publishing Group. 15x11¼. Pub. at $87.95

3968685 FIERCE BEAUTY: Storms of the Great Plains. By David R. Stoecklein with J.F. Stoecklein. 100 stunning photographs of tornades, lightning, dust storms, and storm phenomena, as well as a detailed and vivid description of the moment by moment close encounter with a cataclysmic tornado by renowned storm chaser and meteorologist William T. Reid. 216 pages. Images Publishing Group. 15x11¼. Pub. at $87.95

4735595 THE KARAKORAM: Ice Mountains of Pakistan. By C. Prior & M. Conelrey. A unique photographic record of the spectacular Karakoram Mountains of Pakistan, with more than 90 spellbinding duotone and color images by the celebrated landscape photographer Colin Prior. 160 pages. Merrell. 11x13¼. Pub. at $70.00

3955140 NEW ENGLAND IN WINTER. By Anna Levin. From all church spires rising above village greenes to white farmhouses, secluded beaches, and historic harbors, her magnificent images capture the spirit and charm of the New England coast. These visually striking images allow you to see a beautiful white and black photographs. 192 pages. Taylor. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

471122X IRELAND: On the Edge of Europe. By Enzo Barracco. Traveling extensively throughout Ireland, Patau has photographed its ancient, majestic, nature-dominated landscapes, and these powerful images, with portraits of the people of these Emerald Islands, are presented here. 5 Continents. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

3977528 WONDERS: Spectacular Moments in Natural History. By nicolaus Patau and photographers. A tribute to the most notable natural phenomena, as well as a detailed and vivid description of the moment by moment close encounter with a cataclysmic tornado by renowned storm chaser and meteorologist William T. Reid. 216 pages. Images Publishing Group. 15x11¼. Pub. at $87.95

4691563 THE AMERICAN QUARTER HORSE. By David R. Stoecklein with B. Prunty. A photographic celebration of the American Quarter Horse, the history of its evolution and the ranches that breed these powerful creatures. Prunty’s text traces the history of the breed and explores the different paths it has taken in the equine world. 204 pages. Editions Hors. 10x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

4691733 THE PERFORMANCE HORSE. A Photographic tribute. By David R. Stoecklein with J.F. Meyer. Features brilliant competitors training and retailing disciplines: reining, cutting, barrel racing, and roping, as well as hunter/jumper, three-day eventing, dressage, and driving photos, plus portraits of the horses and the people who love them. 204 pages. Editions Hors. 10x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

4713225 THE PACIFIC COAST. By Barbara Trincicco. From north to south, more than 30 fine art photographers capture the Oregon coast’s favorite inshore activities. Sumptuous images include the towering sea stacks at Cannon Beach and Bandon Beach, and barking sea lions at Gold Beach. 112 pages. Editions Hors. 10¾x13. Pub. at $39.95

4786696 OVERVIEW TIMELAPSE: How We Changed the Earth. By B. Grant & T. Dougherty. A striking collection of satellite images documenting human impact on the Earth and the way the Earth responds—reflects on the creator of this Daily Overview and the Instgram sensation Daily Overview. 268 pages. Editions Hors. 10½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00
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4725204 THE ESSENTIAL OILS DIET: Lose Weight and Transform Your Health with the Power of Essential Oils and Bioactive Foods. By Eric & Sabrina Ann Zielinski. Features an evidence-based two-phase program: first the 30-day essential fact track that helps you release excess pounds quickly, followed by the essential lifestyle, a gentle, practical maintenance program you can follow for life with delicious plant-based recipes to keep you on track. 347 pages. Crown. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

★ DVD 39884X THE INNER WEIGH. Widescreen. What if you could end your struggle with food and weight forever? You are about to learn the Secret that most dieters will never know. This method involves no counting calories, carbohydrates, or ounces. No wonder it’s loved. Discover the Surefire System that will transform your body forever! 72 minutes. NTSC. DVD. Widescreen. Price: $7.95

★ 4742629 AVENCA: Nature’s Secret for Weight Loss. By Leslie Taylor. With avenca, you need no more counting calories or calorie counting, you can enjoy your favorite foods. Instead, a safe and effective supplement allows you to lose weight easily, and even helps you feel more satisfied so that your eating habits gradually become healthier. You’ll find the information and inspiration you need to enjoy a slimmer body in this guide. 175 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 4798964 DITCH THE DIET: The 7 Essential Habits You Need to Get Lean, Stay Healthy, and Generally Kick Ass at Life. By Oonagh Duncan. Welcome to a refreshing and gloriously unapologetic step-by-step guide to fitness and weight loss. If losing your brolly is what you want, the author will show you how to make it happen. You’ll see that by making a few small changes to your everyday routine, you’ll be happier, leaner, and healthier. So ditch the Habit! 256 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


★ 4833503 STOP EATING YOUR EMOTIONS: How to Live Healthy and Eat Happy. By J. Hud & C. Sequin. A down to earth guide to help you identify, understand, and release your emotional eating behaviors without battling your sacred food. 310 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

★ DVD 397414X UNDOCTORED: Why Health Care Has Failed You and How You Can Succeed. By Jamie Koufman et al. The never need to diet again diet that can help anyone lose weight as well as achieve and maintain a long, disease-free, and functional life. Koufman empowers you to take charge of your weight and health and targets the weight as well as achieve and maintain a long, disease-free, and functional life. Koufman empowers you to take charge of your weight and health. Includes more than 70 original vegan and gluten-free recipes. 256 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 3977409 DR. KOUFRMAN’S ACID REFUX DRESS. By Jamie Koufman et al. The never need to diet again diet that can help anyone lose weight as well as achieve and maintain a long, disease-free, and functional life. Koufman empowers you to take charge of your weight and health and targets the weight. Includes more than 70 original vegan and gluten-free recipes. 256 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4771033 THE SWITCH: Ignite Your Metabolism with Intermittent Fasting, Protein Cycling, and Keto. By James W. Clement. A down to earth guide to the science of autophagy (achieved during intermittent fasting). Includes more than 70 original vegan and gluten-free recipes. 256 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4834050 THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS TO LIVE LONGER. By J. Trudeau & J. Bessinger. Offers more than 140 recipes loaded with vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, and other key nutraceutical ingredients that fight the effects of aging, prevent disease, and help you look and feel your best. Includes more than 70 original vegan and gluten-free recipes. 256 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4744700 EAT LIKE THE ANIMALS: What Nature Teaches Us About the Science of Healthy Eating. By D. Raubenheimer & S.J. Simpson. This epic scientific adventure culminates in a unifying theory of nutrition that has profound implications for our current obesity epidemic and helps us understand why diets andREW
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★ 4700953 THE FOOT FIX: 4 Weeks to Healthier, Happier Feet. By Yumna Zake. These easy and fast-acting routines for your standing and walking posture will take only 15 minutes a day for four weeks. Once you’ve completed the program, mindful practices that check in on your posture and gait as you go about your day will maintain your foot health and ensure bad habits never return. Well illus. Paperback, pub. at $20.95 $19.95
★ DVD 4738632 JANE FONDA’S LOW IMPACT WORKOUT. Fullscreen. This low impact workout contains a warm up, cool down, and aerobic activity that will jump start your metabolism and improve your overall physical fitness without being hard on the joints and muscles. Beginners will enjoy the easy to follow movements and those more advanced will enjoy the challenge of doing the workout with weights. 51 minutes. Lightyear Entertainment, pub. at $24.95 $21.95
★ DVD 4700965 THE NAVY SEAL INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH PT. A fast-paced one on one PT training session that is guaranteed to do the job in half the time. Created for those who require the maximum fitness results in the minimum amount of time. LOTTI Group, pub. at $24.95 $19.95
★ 3860742 MOVING FROM THE CLOSET OUT: 7 Principles for Ease and Mastery in Movement. By L. McLennan & J. Peck. Written for the times when we don’t want quick fixes, band-aids, or shortcuts to solve a problem, but can improve dedicate time and attention to enhance mobility. This is a practical guide to the fundamentals of movement—for practitioners, movement therapists, somatic teachers and students. Illus. 192 pages. North Atlantic, pub. at $21.95 $19.95
3899763 THE ENDURANCE HANDBOOK. By Philip Maffezone. Shows you how to achieve athletic potential, stay healthy, and get the most out of your body. It is your one-stop guide to training and racing as well. 304 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback, pub. at $17.99 PRICE CUT to $4.95
★ DVD 4700978 REVERSE SARCOPENIA. By Joseph Tieri. Provides you with strategies to combat sarcopenia—age-related weakening of the muscle—including progressive strength training and new foods that will slow down the progression of sarcopenia but can also reverse it. This guide gives you all the tools you need to combat the disease. 128 pages. Ulysses. Paperback, pub. at $11.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95
4815017 PARTNER WORKOUTS: Team Up and Train with Exercises You Can Do Anywhere. By Laura Williams. Fullly illus. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. pub. at $19.95 $8.95
★ 4839390 STRETCHING POCKET BOOK, 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Bob Anderson. Fullly illus. 254 pages, Shelter. Paperback, pub. at $14.95 $11.95
3958654 RESYNC YOUR LIFE: 28 days to a Stronger, Leaner, Smarter, Happier You. By Samir Becio. Illus. 245 pages. Thomas Nelson. pub. at $24.95 $5.95
★ 3849287 RED: A History of the Redhead. By Jacky Colliss Harvey. The first easy and fast-acting routine that will build the health and redheadedness from prehistory to present day. Harvey weaves a fascinating history beginning with the moment the redheaded gene arrived out of Africa, through the intolerance manifested against it as an indicator of Jewisness, across medieval modern age as a form of symbolism and culture, illus. in color. 230 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal, pub. at $22.00 $19.95
4811776 THE GENTLEMAN’S GUIDE TO GROOMING. By Peabody Fawcett. Takes a charming look at the history of male grooming and suaves hair and faces through the years. Gathering the world’s distinguished barbers and stylists, it offers practical advice on hair care, skin care, growing and maintaining a beard, and so much more. Well illus., most in color. 176 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95
4776998 HAIR TO DIE FOR: DIY Tutorials for Modern Mermaids, Creative Cosplayer, and Everyday Glamour. By Owen. Well illus. 310 pages. Viking. Pub. at $20.00 $16.95
4826341 TIMELESS: A Century of Icon Looks. By Louise Young with L. Sheppard. 256 pages. Mitchell Beazley. $7.95
★ DVD 3945340 BEARDS: The Rise of Facial Hair. Eyes Wide Open. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

Health & Medical References

3750444 THE HEALING POWERS OF VINEGAR, REVISED EDITION: A Complete Guide to Nature’s Most Remarkable Remedy. By Cal Orey. Drawing on the latest scientific studies and interviews with health researchers, this comprehensive guide reveals how apple cider and red wine vinegars, as well as balsamic, fruit, rice, and herb-infused vinegars can help you stay healthy. Includes recipes and hints for using vinegar for everything from making countertops shine to soothing wounds. 363 pages. Kensington. Paperback, pub. at $15.00 $4.45
4704436 MYTH-BUSTING YOUR BODY: The Scientific Facts Behind the Headlines. By Sarah Schenken. The New York Times bestselling author reveals how to get the slimmest, healthiest body and body myths of our times. Using the latest research, the author debunks scary headlines and explains who needs a gym rat and who needs to make a life style change. Full of insights that will help you eat, drink, and exercise. If your looking for tips on positive change, this resource offers health tips that are rooted in scientific fact. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Andre Deutsch. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95
395675X THE GOOD VICES: From Beer to Sex, the Surprising Truth About What’s Actually Good for You. By Harry & Erik Olzup. Tears down decades of myth and prejudice to reveal how some of our guilty pleasures are not only okay but actually good for our health. Learn how worrying about heart disease can make how moderate exercise can be as beneficial as exercise. 196 pages. TarcherPerigee. at $16.00 $4.95
3959597 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF HERBAL THERAPY. By Paul Allen. Features a huge range of common ailments and symptoms, and contains specific and practical instructions for using all the therapies, safely and effectively at home by a total beginner, making your own family health resource. Fullly illus. in color. 256 pages. New Burlington. pub. at $24.99 $6.95
3979190 LIVE LONGER, LIVE YOUNGER: Design Your Personal Plan for a Long and Healthy Life. By Rajendra Shamas. In this important new work, internationally acclaimed integrated physician Dr. Sharma explains that healthy aging is within everyone’s grasp. Based on his in-depth knowledge of the latest ground-breaking research into anti-aging and the Regenerus Healthy Aging Program offered through his clinic, he details the steps we can take to maintain optimum health. 332 pages. Korenks & Korenks. $9.95
378771X HOW TO MAKE DISASTER BEAUTY CLEAR. By Rangan Chatterjee. Based on his research and experiences studying from real patients, Dr. Chatterjee offers a practical and revolutionary path to avoiding disease and embracing health. His simple plan evolves around four pillars: relaxation, food, sleep and movement. By making small changes in each of these key areas, you can create and maintain good health. Illus. 231 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95
299097 THE BEST MEDICINE IS YOU: A Doctor’s Advice on the Body’s Natural Therapies. By Pelma Rosenthal. Shows you how small basic changes, from eating chocolate in the morning to sleeping well at night, can improve your health, protect against disease, and help you lead a happier and healthier life. Within these pages you’ll find out why your libido; how some natural products such as chocolate help you lose weight; and how washing your hands helps your mood. 195 pages. Collins. $4.95
4711750 AN AMERICAN SICKNESS: How Healthcare Became Big Business and How You Can Take It Back. By Elisabeth Rosenthal. A shocking investigation of the enormous, expensive, and dysfunctional American healthcare system. In clear and practical terms, Dr. Rosenthal spells out exactly how to decode medical jargon, spot the salesperson behind the doctor and the pharmacist’s rhetoric, and get the care you and your family deserve. 406 pages. Penguin. pub. at $27.95 $10.95
3787117 FOREST BATHING: How Trees Can Help You Find Health and Happiness. By Qing Li. As a society we suffer from nature deficiency. Going back to nature shows how forest bathing can reduce your stress levels and blood pressure, strengthen your immune and cardiovascular systems, boost your energy, mood and concentration and even help you lose weight and live longer. Color photos. 310 pages. Viking. $20.00 $5.95
4707885 THE GENIUS LIFE: Heal Your Mind, Strengthen Your Body, and Unlock Your Inner Genius. Extending the Modest Extremist Edge. By Harry & Erik Olzup. Going beyond food, Lugaver breaks his attention to the myriad ways our daily habits impact the health of our bodies, and shares the small changes you can make in your daily routines that will have big effects on digestion, weight, mental health, and risk for disease. 265 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95
4792122 SLEEP WISE: How to Feel Better, Work Smarter, and Build Resiliency. By Daniel J. Blum with E. Tinsley. This little volume will give you the tools you need to be productive, healthy, and happy when you’re awake. Dr. Blum discusses the everyday activities and habits that play a major role in shaping sleep and overall health. 247 pages. Parallax. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95
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Diseases & Disorders

4744101 RECOVERY FROM LYME DISEASE: The Integrative Medicine Guide to Treating Tick-Borne Illness. By Daniel A. Kieferlehr. A thorough work on Lyme Disease Complex, this resource provides patients with information that will guide them on their healing journey as well as supplying doctors with instruction on appropriate diagnosis and treatment approaches. 370 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


3966755 BASIC HEALTH PUBLICATIONS USER’S GUIDE TO HEALTHY DIGESTION. By Victoria Dolby Toews. Digestive problems affect nearly every one at one time or another. In this easy to read, informative guide, the author describes the most common digestive problems and diseases and recommends safe dietary, herbal, and nutritional remedies to improve digestive health. 92 pages. Basic Health. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 $2.95

3969055 PARKINSON’S DISEASE GUIDE FOR THE NEWLY DIAGNOSED. By Peter LeWitt. This extensive, up-to-date guide is your resource for maintaining realistic optimism while living with Parkinson’s disease—with helpful information from how to build a community and patient-caregiver relationships, to assembling your primary care team and more. 114 pages. Rockridge. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

3954676 BUILDING AN AGELESS MIND: Preventing and Fighting Brain Aging and Disease. By Michael S. Okun et al. In a groundbreaking, evidence-based practical solution, the authors provide practical solutions, including specific directives to assist individuals in changing the course of cognitive decline as a result of neurodegenerative disease or the effects of one of the most profound brain aging-related illnesses of our time, Alzheimer’s disease, and provides ways to protect against it. Illus. 239 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95


3940646 THE END OF ALZHEIMER’S: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline. By Dale E. Bredesen. 308 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95


Stress & Pain Management

3964728 MEDITATION FOR DAILY STRESS: 10 Practices for Immediate Well-being. By Mitch Pascual. A guide to groundbreaking meditation techniques for finding peace, quiet, and centeredness in our daily lives. Pascual prescribes a series of visualization and breathing practices that can be used throughout the day to unplug from the moment, before stress takes hold.

3974537 BREATHE: The Simple, Revolutionary 14-Day Program to Improve Your Mental and Physical Health. By Mitch Pascual. Combines anatomy and fitness with positive imagery and mindfulness and gives you tools to heal from the inside out. Easy to follow exercises will increase energy, mental clarity and calmness. Illus. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

467295 LIVING WITH PARKINSON’S DISEASE: A Complete Guide for Patients and Caregivers. By Michael S. Okun et al. In a groundbreaking, evidence-based guide, the author addresses Parkinson’s related issues and symptoms along with emerging therapies. It offers patients and caregivers the necessary roadmap to manage and still find joy and fulfillment in their lives. 256 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

3961851 CROHN’S AND COLITIS FIX: 10 Week Plan for Reversing IBD Symptoms and Getting Rid of Fatigue. By Inna Lukyanovsky. For the chronic patient looking for more than just the traditional approach to managing and eliminating Crohn’s or colitis symptoms. The author offers a groundbreaking meal plan that has worked with Crohn’s and colitis clients wanting a more holistic approach. 166 pages. Snowy. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

3948123 HELLO I WANT TO DIE PLEASE FIX ME: Depression in Everyday People. By Anna Mehler Paperny. Depression is a havoc-wreaking illness that masquerades as personal failing and hijacks your life. Here Paperny tracks her own personal experience, and as a Doctor of Pharmacy who has worked with patients with depression, she offers patients and caregivers the necessary roadmap to manage and still find joy and fulfillment in their lives. 256 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

2013626 COMBATTLE Book of CBD for SELF-CARE: 175+ Ways to Sooth, Support, & Restore Yourself with CBD. By Sophie Saint Thomas. Discover more than 175 different ways to take time to care for your body and restore yourself from the daily stressors; make and use a CBD bath bomb, do a body scan for mental self-care; prevent burnout; and more. 224 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95
Stress & Pain Management

★ 396945 TRIGGER POINT THERAPY MADE SIMPLE: Serious Pain Relief in 4 Easy Steps. By Richard Brand. Whether you're recovering from an injury, dealing with a chronic condition, or experiencing daily headaches, trigger point therapy can offer help. This series explains how to discover and release tender points in your back, neck, and shoulders, and includes step-by-step instructions and tips on medical diagnoses, surgery, physical therapy, and the many groundbreaking treatments today. 208 pages. Averill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 3921490 USE THIS Handy Manual for Neck and Back. By Vienna Dunham Schmidt. This little volume shares Schmidt's tried and true pain-relieving techniques in an easy to follow format. You can discover how to correct tension, stabbing or burning pain, and knots in your neck and back, and what to do to eliminate the pain. Illus. 113 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

★ 3971147 CONQUER FOOT PAIN: The Art of Eliminating Pain So You Can Walk Through Life Again. By Julie Renee Smith. For more than twenty years the author, a massage therapist, has helped thousands of people relieve their foot pain. With just a few minutes a day, you can discover what is actually causing your feet to hurt so you can "walk through life" day, you can discover what is actually causing your feet to hurt so you can "walk through life". 168 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3984508 THE SOMATIC THERAPY WORKBOOK. By Livia Shapiro. Trauma, daily stressors, anxiety, and even depression can manifest in the body as well as the mind. Somatic psychology supports your mind-body connection and helps you release pain, anxiety, and stress. This method for personal growth and healing is both safe and approachable and this workbook will help guide you through it. 151 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. PRICE CUT to $9.95


Complementary & Alternative Medicine

3789152 HOME REMEDIES: How to Use Kitchen Staples to Treat Common Ailments. By J. Bruton-Seal & M. Seal. Get natural healing for sore joints, cramps, high cholesterol, and more with these foolproof recipes using household ingredients found in your kitchen. Learn how: Tension wards off symptoms of menopause, garlic reduces cholesterol levels, ginger treats a cold, sore glands are eased with honey, and 208 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

3854140 DR. CHASE’S OLD-TIME HOME REMEDIES. By Alvin Wood Chase. Learn all about original medicinal and household practices from the 1800s and early 1900s. This collection provides an in-depth look into more than eight hundred wildly varied and fascinating "recipes" which helped, and can still help, people with everything from headaches to sprains to diabetes. 288 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3895505 LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE WITHOUT DRUGS, THIRD EDITION. By Roger Mason. In this updated edition, Mason provides a uniquely nutritional approach to lowering blood pressure. Special chapters address important topics such as supplements, exercise, hormonal balance, and more. Illus. 176 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

3891160 MORE HYPNOTIC INDUCTIONS. By George Gafner. Whether you are a beginner or seasoned hypnotherapist, this guide provides a copious selection of creative inductions to get you and your client started on their path to effective treatment. 140 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

HEALING HERBAL INFUSIONS. By Colleen Coddick. Save money and avoid chemicals by using your own cures for burns, cuts, scabs, dry skin, flaky scalp and even a baby's diaper rash. Plus, so much more with 75 recipes and methods featured in this guide. Color photos. 208 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

584892X THE MEDICINAL POWER OF CANNABIS: Using a Natural Herb to Heal Arthritis and Other Ailments. By John Hicks. This revolutionary guide reveals an area of holistic health that many medical practitioners have overlooked: the natural healing potential of cannabis, also known as CBD. Like marijuana, CBD comes from the cannabis plant, and it has been shown to help with anxiety; seizures; Alzheimer’s; and more. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

4808355 EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT MARIJUANA: But Were Too Stoned to Ask. By Tim Pitchler. With the help of this small volume you’ll hear tales from history’s greatest tokers; learn how to bake cannabis cookies; discover a world of stoner culture; and more. 96 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4976998 HERBAL REMEDIES HANDBOOK. By Andrew Chevallier. With more than 140 plant profiles, and remedies for more than seventy common conditions, you can take control naturally with tried and true plant based treatments. Includes crucial safety and dosage information. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $7.95

3983758 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR HEALTH. By Kymberly Keniston-Pond. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of helpful tips, this guide offers 100 essential oil recipes that help promote health, hair, skin, mood, and lot more. Illus. 151 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 4698045 101 AMAZING USES FOR CINNAMON: Boost Your Memory, Fight the Common Cold, Improve Your Complexion, and 98 More! By Nancy Chen. Discover the many ways this simple spice can improve your health, your home, and of course, your food. From improving memory to aiding digestion to supporting a healthy garden, add some spice to your life with cinnamon. 174 pages. Familius. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

★ 4744586 CELL LEVEL MEDITATION: The Healing Power in the Smallest Unit of Life. By B. Grundland & P. Kay. Gives you the tools to connect with the wisdom of your cells and work with their life force. Grundland and Kay offer sample meditations to help you connect with specific cells, such as your liver or lung cells, and they guide you to follow your intuition and discover the cells that are inviting you in. 176 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4698096 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL OILS. By Lisa Butterworth. Provides an easy read overview of more than forty essential oils and how to use them, offering simple, accessible, and affordable ways to support your mental and physical health. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $15.95

★ 4717302 MEDICINAL HERBS FOR IMMUNE DEFENSE: 104 Trusted Recipes for Fighting Colds, Flu, FEVERS & More. By J.J. Pursell. Provides more than 100 trusted remedies that will boost your immune system, with recipes tailored to defend against colds, flu, bronchitis, coughs, and more. Illus. in color. 218 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**New Age Spirituality**

3947726 DON'T JUST SIT THERE! 44 Insights to Get Your Meditation Practice Off the Cushion and into the Real World. By Beth Simkin. 223 pages. Aria. Pub. at $17.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95


Inspirations, Motivation & Self-Discovery

477933X MOLECULES OF EMOTION. By Candace B. Pert. The pioneering research of Dr. Pert on how the chemicals inside our bodies form a dynamic information network, linking mind and body. A landmark work, full of insights and understanding of how we may use our mind to change our body. This rare power to change the way we see the world and ourselves, 368 pages. S.S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. 

6669263 THE TEST BOOK. By M. Krogerus & R. Schappler. This collection of 64 of the world's most useful evaluation tests offers a quick, fun way to figure yourself out. From describing a Rorschach ink blot to seeing how our work values stack up, you'll analyze your talents and identify your needs. Then, you'll discover your unique self.

4669524 YOU ARE WHAT YOU BELIEVE: Simple Steps to Transform Your Life. By John G. Senior. A new way to look at reality through a new and simple model, how we get to the point where our behaviors aren't resulting in our needs being met, and then describes the steps we must take to identify and rectify the beliefs leading to our painful behavior. 95 pages. Berrett-Koehler. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. 

4755278 A MONK'S GUIDE TO HAPPINESS: Meditation in the 21st Century. By Gelong Thubten. Offers a shortcut to lasting happiness by helping you radically change how you relate to your thoughts and emotions. You'll learn how to discover that you are designed for happiness, and have greater compassion for yourself and others. 238 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $19.99. 

466957X MORE THAN HAPPINESS: Buddhist and Stoic Wisdom for a Sceptical Age. By Antonia Macaro. The author delves into Buddhism and Stoicism, focusing on the elements that fit with our sceptical age, and those that create a more immediate impact on how we live. Macaro gets us to question our assumptions, reminding us that we have long been misunderstood and ignored. The author is on a journey to meet and listen to the stories of older Americans who have seen and lived it all. We are reminded that the elders' histories, wisdom, and wealth of resources, let us cherish them, before it's too late. 168 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $15.95. 

4692837 PERMISSION GRANTED: Be Who You Were Made To Be And Let Go Of The Rest. By Ned Morgan. This book provides the tools you need to fix yourself is exhausting. But being yourself is both possible and life-giving. The key is a simple heart shift from chasing after perfection to connecting with what's real within you, the world, and your place in it. Wilkins explores how to get back to the things that matter most. 218 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. 


4567101 FIVE THIEVES OF HAPPINESS. By Don G. OINLINE. This thoughtful and inspiring volume describes the disguises the five thieves wear—control, conceit, coveting, consumption, and comfort—the ways we fall for them, and how to lock them out once and for all. 140 pages. Berrett-Koehler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. 

4661534 IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS: The Little Talks Guide to Living Your Best Life. By E. Krasner-Zilin et al. photos by R. Austin. Small in stature but mighty in joy, playful and unassuming, the author travels through a world of paired together to help you live the best life you can. 

4661524 IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS: The Little Talks Guide to Living Your Best Life. By E. Krasner-Zilin et al. photos by R. Austin. Small in stature but mighty in joy, playful and unassuming, the author travels through a world of paired together to help you live the best life you can. 


4713923 SUBCONSCIOUS POWER: Use Your Inner Mind to Create the Life You've Always Dreamed of. By Friedmutter. Are you living a life that falls short of what you truly desire? The author explains it is possible to design the life of your dreams, and get up. Whether you’re eight or eighty, struggling in math class or dealing with change, these words of wisdom are a reminder that “you can” fully illus. in color. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $12.99. 

4735611 GOOD CHEMISTRY: The Science of Connection, from Soul to Psychedelics. By Julie Holland. A psychologist and psychedelic researcher explores the science of connection, why we need it, how we’ve lost it, and how we may regain it. She describes the power of the right path by forging true and deeper attachments to our own souls, to one another, and even to our planet. helping us realize our fuller potential. 290 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99. 

4769123 I REALLY DIDN’T THINK THIS THROUGH. By Beth Evans. Maybe you’re kind of nervous around people, anxiety seems to be on speed dial. A lot of us feel this way. Along the way Evans has learned some very powerful ways of understanding and coping with the process of anxiety and becoming an adult less hellish and shares them here with you. Drawings, 172 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. 

LIMITED QUANTITI 4846389 FAIL UNTIL YOU DON'T. By Bobby Bones. Bones shares the stories of failures turned to wins, as do some of his famous friends, including Andy Roddick and Chris Stapleton, and many more. Full of humor, humanity, and hard-won wisdom, this collection will help you see how to work with your failures. 160 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. 

4812098 DIDN'T SEE THAT COMING: Putting Life Back Together When Your World Falls Apart. By Rachel Hollis. With her signature humor, heartfelt honesty, and true-life stories, this exploration of how to embrace the difficult periods in life for what they are to teach us how to teach us to re-frame our future and build new identities. Inspirational and aspirational, she delivers hope that darkness is a journey and it’s up to you to live a beautiful life and lighten the dark. 272 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $25.00. 

4846583 ALWAYS BE YOURSELF, UNLESS YOU CAN BE A UNICORN. By Eunice Horne. Turn your gray days into multi-colored caramels with this little collection of quotes to help you be yourself and celebrate your awesomeness. Included are uplifting quotes by Oprah Winfrey, Taylor Swift, Beyonce, Jennifer Lawrence, Eleanor Roosevelt, and many more. Illus. 384 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. 

399383X MY MORNING ROUTINE: How Successful People Start Every Day Inspired. By B. Spall & Xander. This guide will show you how to get into a routine that works for you so that you can develop the habits that move you forward. The choices you make throughout the day depend on the intentions you set in the morning. Illus. 272 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $25.00. 


4717406 YOU CAN! Words of Wisdom from The Little Engine That Could! By Charlie, Hart, illus. by J. Howarth. For more than eighty-five years, The Little Engine That Could has prepared children to dream, aim, and strive. Whether you're eight or eighty, struggling in math class or dealing with change, these words of wisdom are a reminder that “you can” fully illus. in color. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $12.99.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4779282</td>
<td>THE MOTIVATION MYTH.</td>
<td>Jeff Davidson</td>
<td>Da Capo. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4779482</td>
<td>THE POWER OF POSITIVE THINKING.</td>
<td>Norman Vincent Peale</td>
<td>Da Capo. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3824077 RESTORE POSITIVE MINDS Naturally: How to Use Your Inner Resources to Bring About Full Healing. By Antony Stucki. In this step by step guide, the author explains his revolutionary healing recovery system, complete with detailed instructions for 23 steps, practical exercises you can do at home to train your senses. This unique system helps to establish contact with the inner self and enhance the brain's self-regulation of the senses to improve healing. Illus. in color. 273 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $24.95

3850085 WHEN BRAINS DREAM: Exploring the Science & Mystery of Sleep. By A. Zadra & R. Stickgold. Making an elegant and engaging case for why the human brain needs sleep. Zadra and Stickgold offer compelling answers to age-old questions about the mysteries of sleep, and deliver an eye-opening exploration of what dreams are, where they come from, what they mean, and why we have them. 321 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

469200X THE INEVITABLE HOUR: A History of Caring for Dying Patients in America. By Emily K. Abel. A frank portrayal of the medical care of dying people past and present, Abel helps to explain why a movement to restore dignity to the dying arose in the early 1970s and why its goals have been so difficult to achieve. 226 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $24.95

5895367 HEALING & THE MIND: Learning from the Unwell. By Kathryn Mannix. With changes in the way we understand death–or even, under questioning everything you always believed about this difficult subject, maybe even finding peace in the knowledge that our loved ones never truly leave us. 257 pages. Atria. Pub. at $16.99
Communication Skills


Relationships

4814819 HOW TO BREAK UP WITH ANYONE. By Jamye Waxman. The author, a relationship expert, walks you through every step of a non-romantic breakup. She provides strategies for disengaging from a friend, family member, community, or even former version of yourself, addressing both practical and emotional concerns. 228 pages. Seal. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

4797250 HOW TO DATE A YOUNGER MAN: The Cougar's Guide to Cubhunting. By Kate Mulvey. Packed full of tips and secrets of the dating world. This guide is full of advice on how to make dating work, whether he's an Alpha Cub or a Cute Cub 160 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


Strange Affairs. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95


Sexuality & Sexual Expression


4704061 O: The Intimate History of the Orgasm. By Jonathan Margolis. The definitive history of the sexual revolution of the 1970s, the prohibition against discussing sexual health, and the battle against shame, guilt, and ignorance that today's generation faces. 401 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

4068477 RESPECT: Everything a Guy Needs to Know About Sex, Love, and Consent. By Inti Chavez Perez. The first guide to sexual health and relationships built around consent. Perez draws on his vast experience as a sex educator to teach you how to build positive, respectful relationships with friends and partners, and how consent factors in at every stage from introducing yourself to having healthy sex with others. 206 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3833380 BUZZ: A Stimulating History of the Sex Toy. By Halies Lieberman. Both educational and titillating, Lieberman’s microhistory will make readers think quite differently about those secret items hiding in bedside drawers across the nation. Illus. some in color. 359 pages. Qwest. $16.95

4712781 COMING SOON: Great Orgasms and Better Sex at Your Fingertips. By Stella Harris. Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about how to have a threesome–plus everything you’d never think to ask. 260 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


4728181 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO THREESOMES. By Stella Harris. Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about how to have a threesome–plus everything you’d never think to ask. 260 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


4712781 COMING SOON: Great Orgasms and Better Sex at Your Fingertips. By Stella Harris. Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about how to have a threesome–plus everything you’d never think to ask. 260 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


4780360 SO TELL ME ABOUT THE LAST TIME YOU HAD SEX: Laying Bare Your Sexual History and Creating a Healthy, Honest Relationship Guide. By Cynthia Cooper. Eleven hours on 10 DVDs. Adults only. True Mind. Pub. at $69.95 $49.95

3991962 EXHIBITIONISM FOR THE SHY, SECOND EDITION. By Carol Queen. A comprehensive guide to the art of showing off and using your body as a source of pleasure. 275 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

471329X F*CK YOURSELF FIT: Get in Shape, Get Shagging, By Shagging World. Follow the exercises in this guide to start the process of getting in shape, and then give yourself a workout. 354 pages. Grand Central. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95 $23.95

4780360 SO TELL ME ABOUT THE LAST TIME YOU HAD SEX: Laying Bare Your Sexual History and Creating a Healthy, Honest Relationship Guide. By Cynthia Cooper. Eleven hours on 10 DVDs. Adults only. True Mind. Pub. at $69.95 $49.95

3991962 EXHIBITIONISM FOR THE SHY, SECOND EDITION. By Carol Queen. A comprehensive guide to the art of showing off and using your body as a source of pleasure. 275 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

394947X DVD 394988X THE WHOLE SEX TALK: scientifically-based, six session program helps you empower yourself to have healthy, ongoing conversations with your kids about love, sex, and relationships. 275 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

472710X COSY: The British Art of Comfort. By Laura Weir. Weir celebrates the simple joys that can bring us happiness when the world feels overwhelming. From the comfort and coziness, she sings the praises of socks, embraces the joys of open fires, and extols the virtues of a quiet walk. Illus. 162 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

388200X SWEARING IS GOOD FOR YOU: The Amazing Science of Bad Language. By Emma Byrne. Examines the latest research to show how swearing can be good for you. With humor and colorful language, Byrne explains all the research behind how swearing, why we do it, and what it tells us about ourselves. She presents a lighthearted but convincing case for the foulmouthed. 232 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

472436X HOW TO WIN AN ARGUMENT: An Ancient Guide to the Art of Persuasion. By Marcus Tulius Cicero. Addresses proof based on rational argumentation, character, and emotion; the parts of a speech; the plain, middle, and grand styles; how to persuade no matter what audience or circumstances you face; and more. The volume also features a brief biography of Cicero, an annotated translation of his Latin texts. 263 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4740777 WHOLE: How I Learned to Tell the Fragments of My Life with Forgiveness, Hope, Strength, and Creativity. By Melissa Moore with M. Michelle Smith. Shares a plan to usher you through heartache and toward a stronger, healthier place, WHOLE is a powerful journey of recovery and awakening that refrares the path back to the philosophy, energy, inviting understanding, growth, and transformation into your life. 242 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95


4741374 HYPERFOCUS: How to Manage Your Attention in a World of Distraction. By Chris Bailey. An antidote for your distracted mind, based on the most recent neuroscience research, brimming with profound insights into how you can best achieve a greater sense of purpose and productivity throughout the day. 241 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

4733226 ENJOY TIME: Stop Rushing, Get More Done. By Catherine Blyth. We are living longer than any era in history, yet still able to accomplish the same amount of work as in previous times. Is this really how we want to approach our lives? Do we have enough time to do the things we want to do? I'll show you how to get more done in less time. 208 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

4741727 LIFE ADMIN: How I Learned to Do Less, Do Better, and Live More. By Elizabeth Emens. Every day an unseen form of labor creeps into our lives, stealing precious moments of free time. From everyday tasks like scheduling doctors’ appointments and paying bills, to lifecycle events like planning a wedding or a funeral, we are all expected to transform your life, and Fogg will show you how to feel energized, motivated, productive, and free. 213 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $26.00 $9.45

4705871 THE MORNING MIND. By Rob & Kim Kloser. Based on neuroscience and mindfulness, reveals how to live with negative thoughts and behaviors into productive ones. From diet and hydration to exercise and meditation, you’ll find ideas to improve your health and life. 196 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

396468X LIKE MY FATHER ALWAYS SAID... By Erin McHugh. Collects hundreds of our fathers’ pithy, profound, funny, and nutty, and hilarious quotations and reminiscences into one handy little volume. 143 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4685938 THE COURAGE TO BE HAPPY. By I. Kishimi & F. Koga. Reveals a liberating new way to think, empowering you to let go of the past, stop worrying about what you “should” do, and use your freedom to create the life you truly want. Discover the courage to choose happiness. 275 pages. Atia. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

4659061 IN CASE YOU GET HIT BY A BUS: How to Organize Your Life Now for When You’re Not Around Later. By Abby Schachter. The task done into three levels, from the most urgent, to the technical, to the nostalgic, this clear step by step program not only removes the anxiety and stress, but also helps you to live life as if you’re actually still around. Illus. 244 pages. Workman. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

4727487 THE BIG BOOK OF LESS: Finding Joy in Living Lighter. By I. Abir. A thought-provoking and surprising guide that shows us how to get to less stuff, less stress, less distraction, and less everything. And to how, by changing our perspective on things good and bad like a one-thought a day diary, a forefront tiny house, and art posters that depict a beautiful picture of what it means to do less, not more. Well illus. in color. 218 pages. Workman. Pub. at $27.50 $7.95

4727485 LIVING LIFE MUSICAL: How to Live, Love, and Lead Like a Star. By Tim Federle. You don’t need to be a recovering theater major to find this guide useful. Federle offers 50 tips he learned back in the day to live between gigs with witty chapters such as “Dance Like Everyone’s Watching” and “Save the Drama for the Stage.” 179 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95
Current titles are marked with a ★.
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